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uncil and President Accep~ Supt. Wieland Mr. Heller, Union Head Seek
County
ew Student Activity Control Meets
New-Basis of Representation
School Officials
Plan for Immediate Adoption•
On Union's Executive Board ,
i Enter T ryants!
Sees Future in Union-

fhads Make Two Important
Changes After Point By Point
Discussion at Meeting Last
Thursday.

Officials Hold All Day Meeting
With Luncheon at Pem berton
Hall.

Harwood, Kessinger Issue Call
for Snappy Cheer Kings

Prexy Explains .Plan
Mary Alice Harwood and Dave
Kessinger, presidents of the Wo-

State Superintendent of Public Instruction John A. Wieland held a regional meeting of the county superintendents of schools at the local teachers college on Wednesday. This was
one . of five conferences, held at the
five state teachers colleges, in which
the office of the state superintendent
contacts the county administrators, and
they together lay out a definite program for the -c urrent school year.
Plans Are Discussed
State Superintendent We'iland led
in a discussion of the kind of reports
expected from the counties for thf
coming year in contre:Lst to those of
last year. The members of his sta:B
present answered questions brought by
various superintendents on problems
of the past year. Points concerning
school law, appropriation of state
funds, renewal of teaching certificates,
and particularly the new scheme proposed for standardization of elementary schools were features of the discussion.
Accompanying Mr. Wieland were: T.
A. Reynolds, legal adviser; E. L. Coberly, Chief statistician; C. H. Engle,
S ecretary of the Examining Board; J.
Roy Byerly, Assistant for the Southwestern Division; Ward Black, Assistant for the Northern Division, and E.
S. Simmonds, Supervisor of the Southwestern Division.
TwentY-one Superintendents Attend
The twenty-one county superintendents in attendance were: Jasper county, Merle D. Yost; Vermilion county,
L. A. Tuggle; Shelby county, w. Frank
White; Moultrie county, Albert Walker; Edgar county, Russell Stephens;
Cumberland county, W. I. Birdzell;
Lawrence county, E. C. Cunningham;
Effingham county, El B. Tucker;
Crawford county, John Nuttall; Richland county, E. H. Hostettler; Wayne
county, Leonard F. Samford; Edwards
county, R. M. Ring; Coles county, Harlan Beam; Montgomery county, Walter
F. Grotts; Wabash county, Justus A.
Gibson;
Christian
county, Cloyd
Wright; Clark county, J. R. Hornbrook; Clay county, 0. C. Anderson;
Douglas county, Luther J. Black; Fayette county, Kenneth Greer; Piatt
county, Charles Mcintosh.
The deans of the Charleston Teachers college and the staff of the department of education were hosts to
the visiting group for luncheon in tr.. e
dining room of Pemberton Hall.

--------------~~ .--.

Informal Meeting of Representa·
tives f r om Rooming House·s
Argue Two Plans for Effe,c tive
Division of Representation.

Discuss Activities

President Buzzard's plan for student
At an informal meeting of represen-·
eOBtrol of activity fees was accepted
tatives
of various housing groups
men's League and Men's Union,
by the Student Council last Thursday
Thursday afternoon with Union Presirequest that those interested in
afternoon in a meeting caUed by John
try
outs
for
cheer
leaders
leave
!
d-e nt Dave Kessinger and Dean of
Lewis, president of the Council. The ,
their
names
in
the
League
or
,,.
Men Hobart F. Heller it was decided
pJBn was discussed point by point and
Union mail box in the west hall I
to put two 'propositions before the first
the outcome was an unanimous vote
near the library by Wednesday
official meeting of the executive board
for acceptance. It was decided that
noon. Cheer leaders will .be
t.:>day after chapel. The first concerns
Presiden_t Buzzard and the Council
chosen this week.
a change of the constitution which will
would undertake jointly the responsiDEAN HOBART F. HELLER
bility for putting the plan into op- . , _ _ _ _ ·
provide for a new basis of representation of the male student body on the
eration immediately.
Union
Executive board. Instead of
Boards control Funds
'
students
chosen from each class Jn
The plan provides for student con··
somewhat
indiscriminate elections, one
trol of activity funds through st~dent
l
~
of
the
plans
suggests drawing repreand faculty boards. Students Will be
' sentatives from each of the eight largin a majority on each board and will
• --.
Eight Placements Boost Grand est men's rooming houses, from the
))A elected at large by the student League, Umon Wdl Judge DatTotal to 235.
Panther Lair, Fidelis House and Phi
bec:fy. Five students and three faculty
ing Bureau Plan.
Sig house. These representatives, with
-.em.bers will constitute each board.
.Aji apportionment board will allocate
Action on the idea for installation of
Placements continue, even into the the class presidents, would compose the
the funds to five other boards, viz. a Dating Bureau at the college will be
teaching season, to make a grand total executive board. The argument was
Abhletics and Sports, Entertainment deferred until the leaders in the moveof 235, reports the Placement Bureau, advanced that this would make a more
Course, Forensics and Dramatics, Mu- ment can present their plans to a comheaded by Dr. W. W. Cook. Eight have representative board.
sic Activities and Student Publications. bined meeting of the Men's Union ExGeographical Division Suggested
been made in the last two weeks.
Editors and business managers will ecutiv-e council and Women's League
Number 228 was Daniel Morgan, who
Another . plan sugges~s divisi~n of
automatically hold office on the Pub- council of Nine, Thursday at 1:55.
will tea.c h art, general science, health r~presentatlOn geographiCall~, . With a
11ca.tions board. This is the only ex- Dorothy Armes, Lee Stewart and Joe
and geography at Elmwood Park high v1ew to a~equately representmg Chareeption to election at large.
Kelly are drawing up final plans.
. .
leston residents and commuters.
school, Elmwood, Illmms. Others reTh
d
·t·
. .
th
·e secon propos1 wn 1s m
e
Two significant changes were made
This decision was made by a mee tported are Roger D. Jones, art and 1 f
. ·t·
.
f t• ·t·
the original plan. Five students and ing of those who h ave promulgated the
h · 1 d
t·
t th Arth
h. h arm of a defm1 IVe outlme o ac 1v1 1es
P yslCa e. u~a Ion a . e
ur 1g which the Union may sponsor as pefaculty member:5 instead of s~v- plan with Dean of Women Stilwell
school,
R. McCaleb, ul. l
·
and th~ee, resp_ect1vely, as was f1;r st and Dean of Men Heller. Although
. Illmms; Melvm
.
.
c 1ar y sm·t ed t o 1·ts t ype· of organlZRchemistry a.n d physics at the Rushville ti
L t year there
Will co~tit~te eac~ bo~d. Pe- 1 both deans registered approval of the
p
B M t
on.
as
was some con. h
h 1 Til' ·
h lg
sc oo,
moiS;
au1 ·
on - fl' t between the activity of the Union
for nommatwn Wlll ~nclude 1 plan, they felt, as did the student comgomery, rural school, Clark county IllilC St d t C
.
h. h u ·
'"T""-T"'"' names of students mstead mittee submitting the plan, that it
. .
.
' .
and · - u en
ounc11 w 1c
ruon
no1s, Mary M. Otto, f1fth grade, R1ver h d
k t
.d th·
Th
. . .
.
ea s see
o avm
1s year.
e
names.
should be made the function of one
Forest, lllmms, Manon Mathas, Inil
·t
.
.
. t
. h.1gh Counc , as 1 s. name
· 1 ar t s m
· th e I n d.1anapo11s
1mp.11es, . 1s o be
Election Will Be Tuesday
or more of the large organizations ald ust na
.
announces that elections will ready in existence.
school system; Wilma Nuttall, Latin in sol~ly a councilu~g or legislat1ve body,
next Tuesday. Petitions for
- wa It er wh1le
.
h.1gh sc h oo1, Illi nms;
R obmson
.
.the dExecutive
. . t t board of the Un.,..... "'v""' must be handed into the
A full outline of the Dating Bureau
11 a films ra e.
Tangley
Reid,
physics
and
biological
lOn
Wl
office not later than Friday noon. plan will appear in the next issue of
science in Amasa high school, MichiUnion May Sponsor Pep Uub
bership on any · of these boards the News, if the meeting Thursday is
It was suggested that the Union
gan.
favorable
to
it.
considered a major office.
---ErsTc
might sponsor a pep organization and
---EISTC:--chapel period today was given
Saturday night social programs of varto explanation of the plan to Debate Conference i
Forty-three Attend
ious types on week 1 ends when there
body. John Lewis and Dr.
is no other activity. Such a pep orSelects
Question
Educational
Meeting
made final plans for the elecganization was organized last year as
only yesterday.
"Resolved,
That
Extension
of
Con- - - E I S T· c - - - Forty-4b.ree attended tne first edu(Continued on Page 10)
sumer Cooperation Would Contribute
cational meeting for trainiiD.g teachers
---ErsT·c--lege Directory
to Public Welfare" is the question
and other faculty members held ·Monboth men and women will disday at 7:30 and unanimously voted that Fidelis Pledges Six
Nears :C omp'l etion which
cuss this year in Illinois intercollegiate
such meetings are desirable.
At Special Meeting
.
t
..
f
debate
circles,
announces
Dr.
J.
Glenn
.
ao11ege D1rec ,o,_y or 1937 -.38
A program committee composed of
appear next week under the ed- Ross. upon h1s return Sunday f~om a
eight people was selected. They held
Fide:is, local social fraternity, pledgof Glen cooper. This annual , meetmg of the leaders of the M1dwest
their first program committee meeting ed six men last week in addition to
ill contain as in previ- 1 D.ebate conference.
- - - E I S T· c - - - last night. The first r•e gular meeting . three p!edged at the first of the year,
;e name, home address,
The Illi~ois Debate league adopted
of the entir-e group will be held some- Louis Voris, Dick Lewis, and Jack
1
address and telephone the questiOn after the conference, Foreman Considers
time in October. All the faculty are Keene.
every fa~ulty member and w~ic~ includes Illinois, Indi~na, Ohio,
Starting Art School invited to attend. The program com- Newest pledges are Junior McHenry,
in school, and a summRry of ~1Ch1g~n and ~owa, _had decided upon
mittee is as follows: Dr. W. W. Cook, Doyle Sisson, John Drumm, Dean
officers in college clubs.
It. It Is the first time men and woFred Foreman, former student, is Dr. Harry L. Metter, Miss Emily V. Fling, Bill Waltrip and Harry Wood.
staff working with Mr. Cooper men have debated the same question. leaving sometime early in the week for Baker, Miss Nannilee Saunders, MLo;s Sisson and Drumm are upperclassmen,
piling the material was comDr. Ross was again elected secretary- Chicago, where he hopes to get work. Grace Geddes, Dr. Jay B. MacGr-egor while the others are freshmen.
Bill
of Violet Podesta, Stephen Pro- treasurer of the Illinois league.
He will receive his degree this week and Mrs. Greer.
Waltrip is a brother of Mac, Fidelis
and Florence .Cottingham. J ames
He gave his opinion of the question from the Chicago Art Institute. M1·.
Suggested topics for discussion at member who graduated last year, now
and Donald Cavins are business adopted as follows: "It is a good ques- For-e man attended Eastern to obtain the monthly m eetings, which will last , teaching at Greenup.
tion in that it differs from last year's credit in academic work and took all one hour, from 7:30 to 8:30 on MonThese pledges were voted upon at a
directory will be sold at cost I in being non-political in character. It his art at the Institute.
day, are : "To What Fxtent is Closer • Fidelis meeting Monday. Other busnts as soon as it is off the is of considerable social significance."
He will go to Olean, New York, with Cooperation betwe·e n Teachers of Edu- iness matters concerned with the DinIn the past five cents a copy
Last year issues were: Men's question ' a former roommate in Chicago, Hobart cation Cours-es and Training Teachers ing Service, which is starting this
charged.
-"Resolved, That Congress Be Em- Longnecker, with the intention of es- Possible and Desirable?" "Guiding the week, were discussed with Dean Hobart
---ErsT
powered to Override by a Two-thirds tablishing an art school if no opening student Teacher in Planning His F. Heller, who atended the meeting.
Vote Decisions of the Supreme Court is available in Chicago. Mr. Long- Work," "How to Make Supervised StuErsTc---P. Hughes Will
Declaring Acts of Congress Unconsti- necker won a $1500 scholarship at the dent Teaching Courses More Eff.ective,"
Direct Study of lA tutional"; women's question - "Re- Institute and has much training in th3 "What Should Be the Content of Stu- Thespians' Club Holds
solved, that the United States should fine arts including a year and a half dent-Teaching Courses," and "How
Organization Meeting
the meeting of the Teachers Col- support the League of Nations in Its in Europe. Mr. Foreman, with more May Student Teaching at E. I. S. T. C.
hculLies at Springfield, Friday, Sanctions Provided for in the Coven- training in commercial work, would Be Made More Effective."
The Players first meeting of the
teach that' department. Olean, a small
18, Wayne P. Hughes was ap- ant of the League."
---EISTC:--year held in the auditorium last
chairman of a committee to
ErsT
city near Buffalo with a Greenwich NYA HEADS WILL BRING
Thursday night was featured by
the development · of and further NURSE ASKS STUDENTS
interest in art, is Mr. Longnecker's · B ASEBALL PICTURE OCT. 1 talks made by depar-tment
heads.
in industrial arts in IllinoiG.
TO OBEY HEALTH RULES home town.
-About thirty-five people indicated
of this kind has been carried on
Mr. Foreman was staff artist of the
Thursday, October 1, at 4 . p. m. all- their intention of joining the club.
Ohio, Indiana,'and New York ,
Students absent from classes be- News last y-e ar and has done consider- talking motion picture, "Take Me OUt
Miss Josephine Thomas, president,
as a result, many new depart- cause of a communicable disease, must able commercial work for Charleston to the Ball Game," will be , presented
Players' activities for the
discussed
of industrial arts have been es- present to the school nurse, Miss Mary publications.
under the direction of NYA supervis- coming year.
.
---EISTc---E. Thompson, a written permission
ors. It features Lew Fonseca, former
Miss
Evelyn
Carruthers
was
elected
committee is composed of one from the attending physician or a VOTE FOR CARNIVAL KING!
manager of the Chicago White Sox, vice-president upon the resignation
of industrial arts from each of health officer before resuming classes.
in its cast.
of Mrs. James Robertson. New deTeachers Colleges. Other
All text books, library books and
"The Masked Marvel," Raymond
The picture, now on circuit, is partment heads appointed are Elizmembers are: Dr. Ray magazines in the possession of students "Butch" Cole, Bert Lynch, and Max
brought by Audrey Ragel, area super- abeth Widger, properties;
Frank
Normal; Wayne Wetzel, under quarantine must be given to the King were nominated by the senior,
visor, and Walter Cain, county super- Covalt and Walton Morris, publicity.
Carl C. Cramer, DeKalb; J. school nurse before using them again junior, sophomore, and freshman
visor of NYA. Cain is a sophomore The coaching department head is yet
Schroeder, Carbondale.
in the class room.
classes, respectively, for Carnival King. student at the college.
to be appoin_ted.

1

Committee Offers
I Plans to Students

I

Placement Chief
Reports Tot a Is

I
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TEAClJERS COLLEGE NEWS

Tuesday, September 29, 1936

Club Holds
.10,500 Hilarious Miles of Auto Geography
Novel Picture Contest Hughes Talks
Travel Described by Collegian
On Road Rules

·--·-

From Chicago to Pacific Coast WALPOLE'S NOVELS ARE
Via Texas Centennial, CadsDISPLAYED IN LIBRARY
bad Caverns, Mexico,
He
Traveled.
The libarary invites students to read
By Jim Michael
AB the season for vacation stories
closes, this is written to end all vacation stories. To accomplish this it will
be extended into three parts to discourage anyone from attempting a vacation story after this one. It is the
summary of an extensive western tour
taken by a group of four boys. The
trip of 10,500 miles was made in a 1927
Dodge sedan. "Bessie," a.s it was fondly called, behaved like a lady all summ er, but has refused to run since the
day it got home. She contended herself with four flat tires, clogged gas
lines, a broken starter spring, short
circuits, a new ignition coil, and a broken axle during the ten weeks of the
jomney.
See White R ace at Worst
The "hill billies" of southern Missouri
and northern Arkansas were among the
first interesting sights. Here we sa'v
the white race at what we hope is its
worst. The squalor and filth of their
one-room shacks is far worse than the
slums of Chicago. Every hut, however,
has its front porch, upon which the
male inhabitants are invariably seated.

Hugh Walpol·3's works before his lecture here November 9. A bibliography
of his works is po.sted on the bulletin
board outside the library and his novels are on display. This is an excellent
opportunity to learn something about
Hugh Walpole before hearing him.

Writers Choose Show
To Be Given Oct. 27
s:gma Tau Delta and Writers Club
held a short business meeting Tuesday night in the reception room. The
club decided to sponsor the movi~
Nino Days a Queen on Tuesday afternoon, October 27.
Anyone interested in writing is cordially invited to submit a manuscript,
in the tryouts, open until October 22.

Mr. Wayne P. Hughes addressed the
Charl-eston Women's Club Tuesday,
Sept. 22, upon The Automobile anrl
Safety. Highlights of his talk were the
h istorical background of the automobile including the evolution of the
au tomobile and pr.edictions as to its
development; causes of the increase in
accidents; factors causing accidents;
campaigns for safety; and factors in
good driving.
Mr. Hughes gave the club members
the same test which created so much
inter·est when given to the student body
- -- E I STc:- - last year. Results of the test have
not been analyzed completely. The
scores of this test run higher than the
scores of the student body of last year
although the amount of driving done
An initiation party will be held for by the club members is less than that
new members of the industrial arts done by the women of the student
club Wednesday, September 30 at 5:30 body.
p. m. on the campus picnic grounds.
---EISTC:--Any industrial arts majors .and minors
who wish to join the club are urged
to attend. Games, refreshments, talks,
and singing compose the program for
the evening.
Dr. J . G. Ross gave the new members
---EISTC:--a thrill at the Speakers' Club wiener
GEORGE ADAMS VISITS
roast on the picnic grounds last TuesFRIDAY; IS AT METCALF day evening by telling his famous

---EII5TC---

Speakers Hear Ross
Ghost Tale at Picnic

G eorge Adams, last year graduate,
visited Eastern Friday and saw the TC
football game. Adams is teaching at
Metcalf, Dlinois, high school. He has
charge of the teaching of history, science, mechanical drawing, coaching
and physical education. He thinks his
football team will do big things.
---EIST¢---

STILWELL AND THOMAS
ARE GUESTS OF LAIR
Dean of Women Catherine Stilwell
and Miss Blanche Thomas, registrar,
were guests of the Lair Monday night,
September 21, at dinner. They were
shown the dormitory and kitchen by
Wayne Neal, La.ir manager.

Cl~aning

3~~~-~~. $1~35
Includes Overcoats, Dresses or
3-pc. Suits.
BAND BOX

DRY CLEANERS
616 SIXTH ST.

PHONE 397

35c Bromo Quinine ....... 29c
35c Vicks Rub . .......... 29c
65c Pinex . . . . . . . . . . . ... 54c
25c Tropical Cold Tab.... 19ci
I Pt. Mi-31 .............. 49c~

HILL'S

Write It With Wood

DRUG STORE

LIFE-HEALTH-ACCIDENT

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

INSURANCE
F. E. Wood, EI '33

Bank Bldg.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PHILCO.... TilE l\1:USICAL INSTRUMENT-38% of all Radios
manufactured in the U. S. A.
are ma.de by PHILCO. See the
·new 1937 PH1LCO at the new
low ·prices.

•

· pHONE 85

Scout Committee to
Meet Today at 4:30
The Boy Scout troop committee,
composed of Dr. Jay B . MacGregcr,
Dr. Charles Coleman, Hiram Thut,
Walter M. Scri1ggs and Howard DeF.
Widger, will meet today at 4:30.
Scoutmaster Vern Ba rnes will make a
report of Boy Scout activities during
the summer and submit plans for the
next few months.
Dr. Coleman resigned as chairman
of the troop committee and the meet·
ing will elect a new chairman.
W. B. Soules, district commissioner
of the Decatur area of scouts, will be
here Wednesday, September 30, and
talk with the committee.

Johnson's Barber
Shop

ghost story.
After roasting wieners and playing
croquet, the twenty-four members present gathered about the fire and told
Under Linder Clothing Store
stories. Dr. Ross furnished the climax
"IT COSTS NO MORE TO GET
by telling the gho.st story. The darkQUALITY WORK"
ness made it very effective.
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

c.

A.

ADKINS

GROCERIES AND MEATS
We Carry a Complete Line of
School Supplies

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

The

AT REASONABLE PRICES
most

sensational

R ad i o e v e r

offered

Remodeling -

Relining

America-in value and
in price.

Garments for Both Ladies and Men

CHAMBER'S
. RADIO SERVlCE
716 JACKSON

PHONE 232

Charleston Cleaners and Dyers
610 6th St.

BYRON B. MILLER

Phone 404

CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Phones: Office, 126; Residence,
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston, Ill.
DR. WIJLLIAM M. SWICKARD
Office Homs 9 :00 to 12:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
to 9:00 p. m.
604% JACKSON ST.
Telephone 132

DR.

J. R. ALEXANDER
516% Sixth St.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

Andrews . Lumber & Mill Co.

---EISTC:---

TELEDIAL Complete Tailoring Service

HUCKLEBERRY & SON,
Dea.Jers

QUALITY Is Our Motto
COURTESY is Our Hobby

Dr. Jay B. MacGregor of the edu.
cation department was the speaker al
the semi-monthly m eeting of Kappa
Delta Pi last night in the reception
room at 8 o'clock. Dr. MacGregor
gave the first of a series of talks con.
cerning various fields of study. Hi\
subject was the Teachers College inter-faculty conference held in Springfield September 18.
Katherine Shores, president, was in
charge of the meeting and led a discussion of plans for a Homecoming
banquet. Miss Elizabeth Gabel wa1
elected to fill the vacancy of the social chairman position.

1

RICKETTS

Quality

Eastern Instructor Discusses
Driver's Safety Test Before·
Women's Club.

lA Club Initiates
Members Wednesday

MARGUERITE IKNA YAN
TRANSFE:RS TO U. OF C.

Miss Marguerite Iknayan left Manday for Chica;go where she will enter
the University of Chicago. Miss Iknayan attended Eastern for two years,
We continued on through Little Rock where she specialized in art and music.
and Hot Springs, Arkansas, across the She was also president of "Le Cercle
cottonfields and into Texas. The dis- Francais" last year and was named
crimination against Negroes was very
campus leader in the 1936 Warbler.
noticeable here, with separate drinking 1 a
fountains, washrooms and theaters.
================
A day was spent at the Texas Cen- Whether he was a Ripley advocate or
tennial at Dallas. The Centennial was not was not to be asked, but in any
not as large as the Chicago Oentury case all we could say was, "smart
of Progress, but compares favorably flies!"
as to beauty, air conditioning and auIt beca me cooler as we reached the
tomotive exhibits. The huge state of
northern
Arizona plateau and entered
Texas then unfolded her oil fields, catthe
Grand
Canyon, which, of course,
tle country, and desert as we travelled
must be considered one of the outwestward to the Carlsbad Caverns in
standing sights of any trip including
New Mexico.
it. Truly one of the seven wonders of
Caverns Are Cool
The Caverns were a welcome relief the world, it defies description and
after a week of 110 degrees tempera- painting. Among the more foolish
ture, because they remain at 56 de- things we did on the trip was our hike
gr·e es all year. These enormous, awe- down the canyon to tfle Colorado river
inspiring rooms with their millions of and back. The temperature reached
stalactites and stalagmites were one 148 degrees the day we went down, and
of the high lights of the tlip. An succeeded in getting the best of one
average group of 833 people made the of the group. The day after the dessix mile descent of 829 feet when w0 cent we spent a half-hour trying to
went down. The trip takes about four
(Continued on Page 10)
and one-half hours, through room after room of indescribable size and b eauty.
Returning to Texas from New Mexico
we continued in the desert to El Paso.
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIAJ~IST
The Rio Grande was crossed and MexFOR GLASSES
ico entered but we saw no sign of
blazing guns, Texas Rangers, or MexPhone 28
South Side Square
ican smugglers. The mercury regularly battles 118 d-egrees here. A n a tive steadfastly told us that it was s0
hot the flies were all dying there.

The first meeting of the Geography
Club, with Miss Ruby Harris in charge,
was held last W ednesday evening in
room six. The evening consisted of
·election of officers, a picture identifying contest and the appointment of a
progTam committee. Miss Harris announced that the club has a surplus of
funds from last y.ear. The next meeting of the club will be held the second
week in October.
Officers for the year include Paul
Wakefield, president; Leo B erns, vicepresident; Helen Barr, secretary-treasurer.
Winners in the picture contest were
R aymond Baker and Eleanor Jacobs.
The managing committe consists of
Miss Harris, Miss Zeller, Grace Thompson, Eleanor Jacobs, Raymond Baker,
Leo B erns, H elen Barr and Frank Day.

KDP Hears MacGre.gor
On Springfield Meet

Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160

Office Phone 43
Res. !Phone
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
DENTIST
Flours: 8 to 12--1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
P eople's Drug Store Bldg.
Phones. Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston, Til.
DR. W. B. TYM

DR. DEAN A. AMBRO SE
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Alexander Bldg.
Phone 340
North S'ide Square
Frames Repaired- Lenses Duplicated

DR. B. C. TREXLER
DENTIST
Linder Bldg.
Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037

m

DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD

Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a .m. ru
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00 1p. :
604% Sixth St.
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 771

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN
Flours by Appointment
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
501 Jackson St.

+-DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th and Van Buren

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

511% Jackson Street

Phone:

Office and R es. 242

LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.
Monday and Saturday Night!

------------~~~-------------------------------~----~-~---------~----------.L------------------------'--------------------
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nnual Carnival Classic to Be Held This Fridag
enz Hall and Fide/is Put On
Gigantic Shows, Hot Election
d, Carnival King, Fish Pond,
rtunes, Cabarets, Tunnel of
error All Arranged.

Gives Piano Recital

.. (By Aline Claar)
this way, folks! Step right
Don't crowd, pleas~! One at a
The BIG Carnival is about to
! It's colossal, stupendous - Yes, 1
, you can have your fortune told
de! Usten to that crowd! Hurry,
, hurry! I t's Friday 2, and it's
"Bingo - who wants to play Bingo?
's room for two more here. Watch
numbers and win a prize! Anyon the table! Someone has to
- why not you? A penny a card.
you resist "Strangler" Lewis and
Bingo stand?
the fish pond! Right down the
'til you see the sign Landen's Fish Pond.
Have Yow· Fortune Told!
t! You hav.en't seen nothin' yet.
your fortune told.
Madame
"""~•-au Knows-all Armes, the mysterdark-skinned lady from India gaze:;
the crystal that r eveals your past,
t and future!
The 'Tunnel

MARGUERITE IKNAYAN

Mrs. Thomas Gives
Evening Musicale

w darkness. One of the most thrillchilling sensations of a sensational
! Two guides, Life-Line Haverand Ripper Endsley, who have·
the Alps and waded Lake
eenah, will conduct you. Have
fear. Follow them and you're bound
end up somewhere.
"See the moon through a telescope
the tower!
This is attraction
7369. Don't miss it!
don't go home without some
The best and the chea:>est !
's our motto! Pop and peanutslady, we have those famous J. Paul
hot dogs! Ah, ladies and gentlehow those words recall the good
d ays of Barker Reed. But Barker
destined for bigger things. Tohis dogs are sold by an apt
and ardent admirer, Babe Brown,
of sizzling canine savor.
Show Is Crowning of King
everything! We've saved the
most stupendiferous attraction
the last. After many months of
U G,l>VIl>' we ha.v e succeeded in bringMadame Bette Duffe and her cabspecial direct from Paris to this
Don't, by all means don't fail
the Wing Dove Cabaret with
and girls ! Its main attraction
t young Frenchman, find of the
tops in two weeks, contracts
Warner, Paramount and Metroand Mayer, that sensational
star, Crooner Ike Wingler ! Wait
hear him sing, 'Ike Can't Escape
You.' The Wing Dove sounds
but gentlemen, it's a riot!
now, the MAIN SHOW of the
You can't leave before this
paralyzing event!
You
miss - the Crowning of the
No one knows who h e'll be.
·'1J!Illiii1'•<>'" still time to vote. You get a
.when you enter and you can buy
for a cent apiece. The thermomon the Midway show the standof candidates. Girls, vote for
h ero and watch his temperature

It

WITH SQUIRREL SUPPER

result of a union of two great carnival
companies, Pem Hall, owned by Gwen
Oliver, and Fidelis, owned by Joe
Curry. The chief executives in this
joint carnival company are: J ane Hall,
general decorations; Ernestine Crooks,
voting for king; Betty Rice and Carmen Peake, concessions; Mary Augusta
Bratton, coronation ceremony; Marjorie French, advertising.
"Save your pennies and see it all !"
- -- E : I S T c - - -

Patronize your News advertisers.

St.

Telephone 993

Welton's Shoe Shop

Given
A!AlisonPlays LinenForShower
Eileen McNeel
Initial Dance
Kenneth Hartier

Featured

as

Mrs. Rex McCaskey of 418 South
';['welfth street, Mattoon, entertained
Tuesday afternoon with a bed linen
shower for Miss Eileen McNeel who is
to become the bride of Gerald Reed,
Jr. The afternoon was spent in playing bunco with Miss McNeel holding
high score and Mrs. Bertha-Anderson,
low. R efreshments were served at the
close of the afternoon.
The guests were: Miss McNeel,
Mrs. Albert Fromme!, Mrs. Emmett
King, Mrs. H . C. Franklin, Mrs. Ean
McNeel, Mrs. Tella Newell, Mrs. Carl
Hall, Mrs. B ertha Anderson, Mrs. Earl
Abernathy, Mrs. Doit McMillan. Mrs,
Maurine R eed, Miss Mary Crosley and
Miss Anna Clark, al lof Charleston.

Four P aris-ites and Evie Cftrruthers
ew Singer; 150 Coup les
were out driving one night last week.
Present.
They turned off on what looked like
a "good road" (quoting Evie) and got
Eastern made its debut for the y£>ar
themselves stuck in the mud. (Nice
weather we're having, eh, Ev'ie?)
in the dancing world last Friday evePicture this: a handsome Eastern ning in the form of a dance sponsor-ed
milk-man eating ice cream and cake by Fidelis. About 150 couples danced
with a young faculty miss.
to the novel Al Alison ten-piece band
Wayne Neal s~ems to be Phelpsing from Danville, Illinois.
quite a bit nowadays. (Nice going,
Kenneth Harrier of Westville, a new
Wayne;)
What stocky Eastern football letter- singer featured by the orche:::tra for
man plucks his eyebrows in a n eatly t.hc first time, was well received by
the dancers.
arched line?
---E:ISTc--Here's some faculty dirt: Dr. Alter
Faculty chaperons present were
lost 30 pounds in five weeks once and Dean Hobart F. H'=ller, Dr. Jay B. MRS. E. L. STOVER IS
h as had low blood pressure ever since. MacGregor, Dr. P aul Sloan, Dean
HOSTESS AT LUNCHEON
Imagine Dr. P hipps dr'iving 70 miles Catherlne Stilwell and Mr. Paris J.
an hour ! He did it!
Van Horn.
Mrs. E. L. Stover, 1556 Fourth street,
Eastern has two prodigies. One is
Wayne 'Neal and Joe K elly were co·· was hostess at a one o'clock luncheoil
s, fifteen year old freshman girl. The chairman of the dance. The general Wednesday afternoon. Her guests were:
other is a Honefinger find from Peoria. committee in charge included J·oe Mrs. H . H. Blair of Miami, Fla., Mrs.
Okey says she's tops, boys!
Henderson, Joe Curry, Glenn Sunder- Frederick M. Miller, Mrs. Gerry B.
Here are some thing·s which could man, Louis K. Voris and Dick Lewis. Dudley, Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mrs. L. S.
be seen at the Fidelis dance last Fri---EISTc--Phipps, Mrs. H. F . Thut, Mrs. J ay B.
day evening : Foltz and Reedy bave
MacGregor, Mrs. Franklyn L. Anfinally taken opposite paths. Walt
drews and Mi'5S .Catherine Stilwell,
Morris was Roettgering, instead of John
Dean of Women at the college.
Lewis. Adair and Hall, Bayles and
---EISTc--Widger were Veloz-and-Yolando-ing
The Women 's League Is sponsoring a
Edith Stoltz Visits
o:tgain. Mildred Summers dancing and
tea
dance
Wednesday
afternoon
from
Miss
Edith
Stoltz of Bridgeport, a
leaving with Moseley. <Careful, Milfour
to
six
in
honor
of
the
Freshman
former
student
at Eastern, spent the
dred. You know what you pomised
girls.
The
affairs
is
to
be
held
in
the
week-end
here
with
Nor ma Cox, a
Austin. No dates 'til Thanksgiving!)
assembly.
All
big
sisters
are
to
bring
Teachers
College
student
whose hom~
Judy Voris has a recipe for getting
a date, gentlemen. But be careful in their little sisters. If it is not possi- is also Bridgeport.
using it because it cost h'im a walk ble for the big sisters to attend, the
with "Polka Dot," the Thomas bull little sisters are urged to come any- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · ·
way.
·J
dog.
Committee for the affair are as fol- ·
A certain first bass thinks that a
lows: Food - Helen Hall, 'Mary Jane
certain Charleston first tenor has a
Kelly, Isabelle Larimer, and Pauline
Trading at a "Standard
voice like "a brass cornet with the
Crawford;
Entertainment - Dorothy
Station "
spit valve open!"
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Bravo, Fidelis! You have solved the Hills, Ruth Foltz and Martha HollaTIRE R EPAIRING
drinking problem. Beware, all ye day; Table Service and Decoration Esther Wisehart, Ruth Clapp, Louise
fuddlers!
Inman, June Preston and Ruth Cros---E: I STC--by.
FILLING STATION

Mr. York_S_iss_o~ ':; Chicago was the
guest of Dr. Stilwell over the weekend.
Jim Arnold, University of illinois
student, visited Dale Wi~gler during
the week-end.

VIR-MAR GRILL

249 or 1199

PAINTS, WALL PAPER
and GLASS

. , . Bike

A Sunday evening squirrel supper was
given by Mr. and Mrs. Glenn H. Seymour
to the following guests: Mr. and Mrs.
Franklyn L. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter M. Scruggs, Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne P. Hughes, Dr. and Mrs. Dona!d 1·
Rothschild, Dr. and Mrs. Charles Coleman, Dr. and Mrs. Walter Cook, Mrs.
Peterson and Mrs. Minnie Seymour.
HOME OF TASTY SANDWICHES

WATERS TAXI

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS

Campus Cat

Mrs. s. E.. Thomas presented M~ss
Marguerite Iknayan in a piano recital
W·ednesday evening. The recital was
given at the Thomas home on Sixth
street before a number of friends ur
Miss Iknayan and of Mrs. Thomas.
Miss Iknayan was assisted by Lloyd
Sunderman who sang a suite of three
selections. He was accompanied b~,r
Mrs. Sunderman at the piano.
Following the recital refreshments
were served by Mrs. Tho~as, with Miss
Josephine Thomas, Mrs. Fiske Allen
and Mrs. Benjamin Weir, assisting,
The program rendered was as follows:
Bach- Prelude and Gigue from Partita in B flat.
Mozart-Fantasia in D minor.
Henselt-If I Were a Bird I'd Fly
to Thee.
Beethoven- Sonata Op. 14, No. 1-Aliegro, Allegretto, Rondo.
Songs-Traum Druch Die Dammerung-Strauss; stars with Little G<Jld- MISS MICHAEL IS SPEAKER
en Sandals-Berwald; Deares~omer
-Mr. Sunderman.
Miss Elizabeth Michael talked about
Chopin- Nocturne in F minor.
her summer,s experience in France beCyril Scott-Lotus Land and Danse fore the Rotary club last week. She
Negre.
tracted the rise of the Leon Blum so1 ci'alist party and political affairs of
(Encore) Levitzki-Waltz.
- - - E 1 nc
France, as well as telling of her own
SEYMOURS FETE FRIENDS 'experiences.

Who Is 'Masked Marvel?'
a gain is mystery ! Who is the
Marvel? Will he be king? We
FOR REAL SERVICE
you this coronation will be .
ceremony of its kind you have '
~HONE
witnessftd. Nothing is done halfone but many people will
the king. With the coronation
will see the exquisite Ginger Cayez For Up-to-Date
h er famous tumbling troupe- tap 1 SHOE REPAIRING
by J ean Roettger and Helen 1
try
. And after the coronation you
dance yourselves-to music of
orchestras.
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16
, ...,.u ....o, this marvelous event is the

l

We

Home-made Pies and Salads
Fountaih Service at the Curb

Edman's Super
Service
11th & Route 16

Tea Dance Wednesday
Honors Frosh Girls

I

You'll Never Go
Wrong

NEWELL'S

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR QUAI,ITY
A good hair cut just doesn't happen-it is the result of long experience and careful attention. You
can get that kind of service at the

GOODWIN BROS.
GROCERIES

U6 Sixth

HOLMES
BARBER SHOP

STORE OF PERSONAL SERVICE
~;,..

~.!.

. -. ; ....

SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE

N. E. Corner Square

Phone 282

~
~

PHONE 220

YELLOW CAB CO.
Bob Waters
PASSENGERS AND BAGGAGE
SERVICE
The Thinking Fellow Calls a YeHow

Phone 343

. rcher

Welcome College
Students to

FUtL FASHIONED
SILK HOSIERY

Snappy Service Inn

and

6th and JACKSON ST.

MOJUDHOSE

The Home of the

for

5c HAMBURGERS

Every Occasion

"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"
You'll like 'em the way
we fry 'em
PARKING SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS
Open 6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.

We Specialize in
The Light Housekeepers' Problems

Your hair can easily
become your most
attractive feature if
you will let us deRign
a coiffure for you
that will be yours
alone.
Individually
cr eated for your personality.

LET US HELP YOU

MODERN

LINCOLN STREET GROCERY

BEAUTY SHOP

Just One Block East of the Campus

SHEEREST CHIFFON

Crowning Glory.

815 Monroe.

PHONE 1051

WALKING CHIFFON
SERVICE WEIGHTS
SPECIALLY PRICED
Beautifully styled. Every p a i r

I

guaranteed

satisfactory wear or a

I

I

n ew pair.

DRESS-WELL
I
SHOPS
I
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~tttrs Curricul~m

·"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Revision _in High Schools
Is Subjectfor An\xzetg of Pedagogues

The Masked Marvel

Curriculum revision or r eorganization
Published each Tuesday of the school
in the high schools seems to be the
year by the students of the Eastern Illinois current topic of dissension in educaState Teachers College at Charleston.
tional circles. Indication of the importance of the problem was seen in the
Entered as second class matter November emphasis placed on it at the superin8, 1915, at the !Post Office at Charlestop., tendents' meeting in St. Louis last
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
February, and in many smaller county superintendents' and high school
~-Printed by the Courier Publlshing Company
superintendents' meetings throughou~
stanley El~m '38 .................................................................. c ·o -editor the state.
Reasons given at these meetings for
Walton Morris '37 ................................................................ Co-edit or change hav·e principally been that the
Donald Gavins '37..............................................Business Manager present curriculum does not adequateGlen Cooper '38 ....................................................Publicity Director ly meet the needs of the large majorFlorence Cottingham '37.................................... Associate Editor ity of the students, viz., many of thG
Jack Keene '39............................................................ Sports Editor
Beulah Midgett '38 .................................................... Society Editor
Mary Jane Kelly '39 ..............................................................Features
Aline Claar '39........................................................................ Features
F'ranklyn L. Andrews............................................................Adviser

courses offered are largely college
preparatory in character, yet very few
of the graduates were going to college.
This situation must be mor·e or less
true all over t he state since, according
to the 1930 census, only 57.1 :per cent of
the 16 and 17 year group and 19.9 per
cent of the persons 18 to 20 years of
age in Illinois were in school. It is, of
cours-e, the needs and requirements of
the large group who are or will be out
of school, which the present curricu·lum does not serve.
A study of the large occupational
groups of employed people in Illinois
may indicate one reason why a college preparatory curriculum fails to
meet the needs of a large majority
of the students. The following table
is taken from the 1930 census:
Per Cent
Group
of Total
Employer1
=================================!
Agriculture ............................................ 11.1
1936
Member
1931
Forestry and Fishing ........................ 0.1
Which do you think is preferable: Extraction of Minerals .................. 1.9
Member f:\ssociafed CoUe~ate Press Member
to know many people slightly, or a few Manufacturing and Mechanical
Distributors of
CSPA
IC'PA
people intimately? Why?
Industries ............................................ 32.5
Transportation and CommunicaCoUe5iate Dioost Paul Wakefield '38- I would prefer
tion ...................................................... 8.9
knowing a few people intimately, rathTrades
.................................................... 14.7
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1936
er than many slightly because one Public Service ........... .... .............. .... ... 1.6
must base his knowledge of people Professional .Service .............."............ 7.0
upon those whose characteristics he Domestic and Personal Service .. 10.3
The Union Seeks Realization
The Senior's pride - isn't he beautiful is familiar with. This is impossiblt:! Clerical Occupations .......................... 11.9
peeks
through a striped cur tain to beg your vote.
in the other case.
O.f Its Purpose
He
wants
to beat Ole King Cole, Lynch the King,
Fern Webster '37- I think one i'3
100.0
One of the crying needs of an organization fortunate to have a broad acquaintIt will he seen from this table that and-the nerve of him-King Maximus King.
such as the Men's Union has always been some ance. I do not care to know people
occupations requiring college training Voters, this is the first time in history a king has
means of contacting the isolated divisions of its intimately because confidence calls are found in the professional service been so democratically elected. Vote for the
membership. The Union president is like a pope 1 for confidence. And I am not a very group, which amounts to only 7 per Carnival King!
without bishops . He can do nothing for he cannot confiding per~on. ,
_, cent of those employed. The other 93
reach his dioceses.
Grace Sche.bal 37 - Personally, .1 d per cent must obtain their preparation
like to do both, but if I must choose,
The Football Player Wants
There ·have always been groups of men in pri- I'd rather know a few people intimate- for employment in the few vocational
education courses now offered in high 'Understanding'
vate h ome with no organization other than that ly. What is the worth of knowing schools, in private trade schools, or on .
provided by ·some natural leader. And it is not: many people slightly and then hav- the job. Many school men are recogK ing Football is soon t o begin his glorious
always for the best. Apparently it is felt that the ing no one to share secr·ets with, eh? nizing that the omission of vocational parade across the gridirons of the nation. SpecRay Sanders '38 - I would r ather courses of less than college grade from tacles of forces ballyhooed as irresi tible mec.tmen do not need s trict organization such as the
know
many people slightly for if you
Women's League has already achieved.
the old curriculum is one of the r ea- ing lines of defence hailed as immovable will
know only a few people, how are you
sons for its present inadequacy and thrill the cheering throng.
In the pa t Union executive board representa- going to "get along?"
are including courses of this type in
h· d
ti n ha been on the basis of class grouping. But
Duane Grace '37-I think it is pre- their reorganized program. This interWhat, in the way of p r eparation, lies be w.
cla e are not natural groups and no two people ferable to know a few people intimate- est of educators in Vocational Educa- these gala performances attended by the t~adl:
lected from one of them can adequately repre- ly. Although a broad acquaintance is tion as a part of the reorgani21ed cur- t ional raccooned, entertainment-mad collegtan ~
sent a clas . There is no way of d etermining the desirable, it does not allow one to get rlculum is our reason for discussing the A long month of bonebending, bruising w ork,
or inion of a class. Moreover, the U nion constitu -· a "kick" out of life, which comes only possibilities of ~rade and indus~riall work that sometimes makes the veteran mumble
through association with those one
tion make no provision for rectification of the ob- knows intimately.
courses as orgamzed under the Sm1th- under his breath, "Is it worth it?" and the tyro
Act.
vi u s injustice in the event of several board mem. t'wn of th'1s senVera Kimery '37-I always like to Hughes
· th e 1mp
· 1ICa
. n1urn1u1-, "Go d , 1't h ur t s !"
.
W.h a t 1s
bers coming from one fraternity.
feel that I know my friends intimately. ous talk for a teachers college? CurHere we have two sets, the entertainer and
We take as a ign of vitality back of the Union But then I also enjoy having many riculum revision in the high schools the entertained. H ow little they know of each
friends, so I just try to know them all
other ! The entertained envies the entertainer as
the proposed e lection of representatives from a
(Continued on Page 7)
as well as possible.
~ hero, d oing grand deeds f o r the "plaudits of the
number of the larger rooming houses or from geocrowd." He thinks of the foo t ball player as a
graph ically la id o ut sections of the U nion memberprivileged chara cter, never bothering with asship. When we h ave a statement of specific pursignments or study, living the Valhallan life of
p o es laid down by the Union we will know it is
eternal conquest.
definitely on the upgrade.
T he enterta iner, on . the other hand, envies
the entertained his ease. He finds that pr ofessor~
War and Peace
Round About the Campus
make but a half-hearte d attemp t to realize that
resident R. G. Buzzard gave one of the best
the football playe r spends a third of his w aking
with Walton Morris ·
talks we have heard in a long time last TuesdJ.y
hours on the practice field, another third recup,.
••
'
J. l
. - . ,, .
''- morning. He poke from experience- experience
1 e rating and the
rest of his time thinking about
... the Se.nJiors have a Masked Colliers in order to sharpen our country footbal l.
He cannot pqssibly be an effective
that is still vivid in his mind. His subject was
Marvel? Nobody knows who he is- not wits.
scholar.
"World Peace."
even the seniors. He's handsome and
If player and fan and faculty can see the
The coll ege men of today, as Dr. B u zzard he's a "lady killer." If he isn't elect... that "Slasher" Sunderman wants
point
of view of each set there will be a be tter
pointed out, are the "cannon fodder" of t omorrow. ed nobody will know who he is. The to drown all football men in bath tubs
We as college men know this, for it has been committee who nominated him h as for- full of chocolate milk? Judy Voris is feeling a m ong all concerned. And the p layer will
drummed into our ears since adolescence; but we gotten who he is. You'd better save the object of his dejection. "Slasher" no longer ask, "Is it worth it?"
do n t realize its import'ance. The Universal Ser- your pennies girls, it ought to be a walked clear to the Candy Shop and
vice act ha the ring of Eutopianism, but it can be treat. We're betting that Cole, Lynch back (alone and after dark, mind you) Football Enthusiast Asks for Pep
to get the boys at the Fidelis house
a chieved. "Gentleman Capital" la u g h s a nervous and King vote for him.
chocolate milks and candy. Then whi1e Meeting, Cheerleaders
laugh at the idea because it strikes too close to his
he very. kindly made ready .t o serve Dear Soap Box:
m ney b ags. The 'Edsels ' would stay at h ome a nd
. . . of the new seamstress at the them their candy in a shiny glass
When are you going to advertise for cheer leaders'/
guard them and make them multiply.
Hall? It's Mildred Summers. She's bowl, Judy drank Slasher's milk be- Are we going to have a. pep organization again this year?
We mu t learn the worth of peace b y pr act~  considering hanging up a shingle for cause "he didn't know the contents of Will t he band play at all games as in the past?
the benefit of erring freshmen with the quart containers were to be divided
I nominate Bill Heinlein and his sister, Virginia, to
ing pea ceful living . An appeal s uch as was made
loose buttons. She says the customers in half."
lead
cheers. Will you promote them? I think the sc11ool
b y re ide nt u zzard will bring u s the Realization are always right, for they're all walking
should
co-operate with the Booster club in organizing a
whi ch
seldom follows knowledge. A series of advertisements. For further particu... Joe Ke:Iy wants a date for the cheering section. Will you back that, too? And the band
s u ch talk w uld be most timely. We wish to ex- lars see Dick Lewis.
Women 's League Mask dance? Joe must play or the football games will not be football games.
pre s out appreciation for the first and s uggest
says that any co-ed with a bright and
T . E.
th a t others follow.
shining smile and a light foot is eli... Dr. Seymour' discourse on pie?
gible, especially freshmen. He has r ed Dear Soap Box;
Special lectures are given the 10:45
h air and sky blue eyes that are "simply
I was vaguely disturbed last week when I saw the
period. You don't need to register;
'Tie' Into. It
divine." He's an excellent cross sec- News editorial page and society page. There was some·
just be on hand in the Little Campus ;
'If you d n't have time t o eat brea.kfast and and you'll hear a very timely discussion tion, of Irish wit. Ask the office girls thing new and wrong about them, someth'ing in the very
appearance. I could not analyze it until I compared them
put n a tie don't eat brea kfast." That was Dr. on the history and development of the at the Hall. (Dating Bureau Adv.)
with
older issues. Then I knew you are using different
. L rd' '"' rd on "formality". It is still good. great American dessert.
. . . about Ocach Van Horn's latest type in your editorials and some of the smaller headlines.
tud nt come to a teachers college h oping to
dream? He dreamed he was forty- It looks much nicer.
1 r pare for a wh ite collar job. Part of the prep... that this is the fiftieth anniver- eight years old- and without a family,
Did anyone else notice?
arati n for that job is wearing a white colla r a nd sary of Coca Cola? An advertisement too. Stch, Stch! All we've got to say
E. J. R.
Editor's Not,e : We hope contest judges notice. 'fhe)'
k eping it thro ltled with a tie. S loppines in dress on the west wall of the Little Campus is that if you can age a dozen years
will tell you that. Mr. Andrews says in a night, Coach , you'd · better start COJll!Plained about the old ten point type because it did
is n t, or shouldn't be, collegiate.
that only half the ad is effective. doing something about it, for you can't not agree with oor other headline types.
You'll have to see the ad to realize the last long at that rate! .
Bring on the Acrobats
wisdom of that statement, too.
ONE YEAR AGO
. . . . that Miss Blanche Thomas has
We~k of October 1-7, 1936
It i now "high tide" for pep meetings . S ince
... What the faculty "bib~'e'' is? It's
Joe Henderson, Rex Hovious and Vance Boswell were
1.h
tarting line - up for the Wheaton gam e ha s the Readers Digest. It's necessary to recently been initiated into the AAA
(anti-auto
association)?
Mr.
Andrews,
nominated
for Union presidency.
be n relea ed we u ggest that plans for a pep social conversation, they say. We realEnrollment totalled 814.
sergeant-at-arms of the association,
m ee ting h ann unced. We would like to see from ize the secret of their success over us
announces that faculty "scouts" will
The auditorium became available for dancing pur·
four 1.o ix neatly dre ed cheerleaders in action now. They don't keep it in the li- be organized so that no sympathizers poses.
y Friday night.
brary. We have to stick to Life and may be overlooked in the future.
Jack Austin was named senior class president.

Elephant's
Child ...

Have You Heard?

I

Finds New Work

~ P COLSEYBUR' S
rofessor

New Dealer Insulted;
Seeks Vile Offender!

This Is .. .

Pie~; Tgpe!?

Last Trump

'A Column of Errors'

PROFESSOR COLSEYBUR ADVOCATES THE ORGANIZATION
OF A DATE BUREAU
I have been requested by Dr. Twiddledum Twiddledee, Head of the Fa..c.....y Committee for the Advancement of SociaJ Intercourse among College
iiudents Who W.ear Size 10 Shoes, to discuss the merits of a Date Bureau.
~n best approach the subject by asking whether the animal on Camel
. a rettes is a camel .or a dromedary. The two great arguments for a Date
Jlal'eau, as I see it, are as follows:
1. No one will ever use it.
CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN
2. It's free.
There are other merits too numerous to mention, but these, I believe, are
sufficient to justify its organization ·
and maintenance at State or National
expense.
You are invited to
Ever since I got too old to stay out
perpetuate 'wit of the
all night, I have noticed that social
week' as spoken by
Ufe at E. I. isn't what it ought to be.
the students m· faculty in this,
Only yesterday a colleague of mine reyour column.
Ja~B,rked to me: "Colseybur, I can't see
fun it is for college boys and girls
The Andrews family almost met de.sit in parked cars. We must profeat
the other night at bed time. After
entertainment for them; otheryawns
and intentions of retiring had
they will have nothing to do."
am in hearty agreement. Social been exchanged, the enigma of
at Eastern must be socialized. ascending newly painted stairs prehow can we have socialized sented itself. Betaking himself of a
life? That's a fair question. At ladder, Mr. Andrews made his way
meeting of .the committee, it was de- through a second story window. All
,,._,.,,...,..,., that the first step in the right di- well and good, but the remaining
would be to organize a Date members of the family balked at the
Sound and logical reasons aerial maneuvers. Followed a ma-eladvanced for its organization. strom of pillows and blankets from
the direction of the stars. R esult:
of .them were as follows:
Mr.
Andrews on innerspring mattress
A Date Bureau would reliev-e male
upstairs,
family downstairs on hard
IJ..,~"lu~.> members from worrying whethoak
floors.
or not they should dance with pretty
=~uu.a.u girls without dates.
A Date Bureau would bring the
Mr. Alter in class : "There were at
body and the faculty closer least 12 or a dozen important. cities."
in that there would be more
and hence more chaperons.
A Date Bureau would keep the ment reads: "Before coming to Am-erinterested in school life.
ica, Pavlov Slonski (alias Paul Sloan)
firmly believ-e that nothing we was contact man for the Third Interdo for freshmen would stimulate nationale at a stipulated salary of 100,and independence more 000 rubles a year, 99,00(} rubles to be
the organization of a Date spent on soviet propaganda. J. B. MaIndeed, in the light of my ex- grefski's (alias J. B. MacGregor) record
I have volunteered my serv- ' before 1880 is unknown, but in that
as H earer of Complaints. When year a man by the same name was seen
for this position, I shall install smoking a calabash pipe just outside
Rand-Kardex System and open bids the gates of the Kr·e mlin. Emma Goldthe One-Over- One and Culbertson man Reinhardt (alias "The Moscow
The only thing we must remem- Terror'') organized and led an antiis that the line forms to the right. organization somewhere between the
Danube and the Elbe." We have valid
Jacet! The classes are organized. reasons for believing the people mentioned are the people we are talking
New Order must be here; teach- about.
are beginning to talk about transiWhy not know the thing for what it
really is-cooperative dinning?
Let's tutn some of the Spanish rebels
in the Cracker-Box.
In order to get the Irish and Scot ch
vot~ Professor Colseybur is thinking
Professor is indorsed by this col- senously of changing his name to MacHelp! Help!
Col&eybur.

Only Too True
Visitor, to faculty member: You h ave
a faculty for running things, don't you?
Faculty member: I don't know. It
seems as if we're going t o let the students do that pretty soon.
New News motto: Covers'the campus
like a fifty cent shirt.

•••

PROFESSOR!

The "Hoopsdale Hurricane" is still
a "big splash" on the football field,
but it's with a bucket. Ebner calls i1
a "white collar job."

Elmer Now Deals Out
VVater, ~acurrycornb
Dear Elmiree:
Although my happyness has been at
steak I have found a brilyant lining.
I guess I crossed the bridge before it
busted cause there for a while I
thought I wouldn't be able to make
the football team. I feel as fit as a
fiddle at a barn dance and not only
that but I got the mo~t brainy, as well
as most awthentative position on the
team. I am a kind of doctor or dietishun. Anyway, I am to keep a eagle
eye on the players and if I think they
need water I take them a drink. Not
only th~t but I give them wet towels
to wipe the dirt off their face if they
happen to fall down. I am really a
doctor, I guess, cause I got a doctors
satchel with effesive tape and rnacurrycomb in it. Mine is really a white
collar job and much superior to a
ordinary football position.
How would you like me as the
".masked marvul." Thats what my
title for the carnival is gonna, be--l
hope. Anyway I put over a purty good
proposition to the committee in charge
and they seemed quite tickled to h ave
some one voluntier.
Anyway, I'll be the king of the festivaties. I hope the girls at the carnival aren't like the ones at the carnival which I was at this summer.
Elmer.
. P. S. They said I had this doctors
JOb on prohibishun. I won't let them
players have nuthin but water.

A faculty member le,t down. Exasperation reached its perihelion
and he exploded. A sen sitive n a ture was goaded to the breaking
point and a teacher compromised
his dignity by uttering a questionable phrase.
Dr. Seymour, New Deal social
science department teacher, beloved
by Republican and Democrat collegians alike, stepped into his Ford
and rasped: "Who the devil put
that on here?"
Someone had pasted a large yellow sunflower sticker on the Seymour windshield.

Lee Brown is going in circles about
the Hall - it's only because he's out
for cross country and the barriers there style telephone. But, the other eveare easier than those on the 72.
ning Sunderman was trying to call Dr.
Ross from the Fidelis house, but found
The News, declared itself a non- it quite a job to understand and be
political organ - but we notice its understood. Presently came a feminine voice: "If you 'll switch the telecolumns are open to all Fidelis news.
phon,e around, you'll be able to hear
Who is the well-dressed freshman better."
who insists on eating a recess lunchCooper begs your a pologies for the
eon in the auditorium -every morning
at 10 :45? Listen, freshie, "Pied" type climax of the Knock, Knocks.
"Knox! Knox! (Coop's a Republican)
is the only diet you're allowed to con"Who's there?"
sume in the auditorium.
"A Phi Sig."
"A Phi Sig who·? "
We have finally decided why Quar"A Phi Sig you a song will you go
termaster Neal doesn't serve coffee for
lunch. It's because he's afraid that to sleep?"
{Tsk! tsk! and Coop uSied to be such
it will keep him awake in his aftera
clever
boy.)
noon classes.
Ws are glad to see Colseybur using
Charlie Wood: "Who was that lady
the
old "Bean" this year.
I saw you stan(ling by last night?" ....
---EIST·c--Gen e Johns: "That was no lady. That
It
pays
to
look your best for all ocwas a fire -plug."
casions. Come to Gates Beauty P arTo hear Neal tell it the mosquitos lor for expert work. Maxine Ferree,
are quite. laTge and cooperative at the Ruth Black, operators; Earl Houts,
Lair this year. It doesn't do any good C. T. Gates, barbers.
---EISTC:--to pull the covers ov-er you because the
mosquitos work in pairs. One holds WANTED - Second hand bicycle in
good condition. Call 1007.
up the covers while another attacks
the sleep-er.
For that individual Hair Dress,
Jack Woods, to a waiter who spilled
Facial, Scalp Treatment
water on him: "What do you think I
or Cosmetic
am? A potted pla-nt?"
CALL
Indignant Waiter: "No! Rosie Rosenbloom.''
BEAUTY SHOP
The first and second prizes for bonGoldie K. Adkins, Prop.
ers go to Sunderman and Neal respecNelda Reynolds
Jennie Schmidt
tively. Neal admits that he alwa;.s
606 Sixth St.
· iPhone 292
talks into the wrong end of a cradl~

CHARLESTON

Style and Quality
at
POPULAR PRICES

MITCHELL BROS.
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Fletcher's Grocery
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL
SUPPLIES and NOTIONS
iPhone 422

4th & Lincoln

LUCK SMILES ON DEMPSTER

Lady Luc~ smiled broadly upon John
We cannot uderstand how any fresh- Henry Dempster '39 Monday, Septemman who has been through orientation ber 21. Demps.t er strolled into the
this year would be in favor of war.
Ca~dy Shop with twenty-five cents
m ay expect anything now; the
Which he was going to squander on a
are laying some new gas pipes.
Professor Colseybur is the only East- punch board; but lo! on his fifth
ern professor who did not ,t ell Profes- punch with his last nickle he drew 3333
The Tribune Writes an Editorial
sor Evensden's joke to his classes th-e and walked out with an all-wave radio
see in the recent Freshman next day:
the coveted object of his gamblin~
Program at Eastern State
attempt to substitut-e subver50 per cent of new Coco Cola ad at
m easures for American Principl-es. the Littlle Campus is wasted.
Now,
cannot understand how any true d on' t ask which half.
Citizen can be seduced in
a seductive way and lea blindly
SUPER SERVICE
We is all friends, isn't we?
such a scheme of regimentation.
Signed: OLE POKER FACE.
Wor:d's Greates:t Newspaper has
- -- E I STC- -Grocery--Diarket
accepted a penny more than
When your thought is 'Flowers for
PHONE 71
cents an issue from any college Ma dame', call Carroll- Florist. Flowers
rc;::,u..u.li:uJ, and it doesn't propose to di- for all occasions. Phone 39.-413 SevDELIVERY SERVICE
its profits with anyone. We, there· enth street.
call upon the freshmen b efore it
too late to look behind the issues for
issues to see what issues issue
issuance of s uch communistic
Easy
a
summer, goodbye,
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good-

MOORE'S

A DRAMATIC SELLING OF WOMEN'S.

NEW FALL

DRESSES
Brand New Style Successes!
Copies of Expensive Models!
They Look Dollars More Than

to Own

1

Ditto: Mr. Hearst
have a photostatic copy of an
l&"~u:aJ.~.n; signed document which disa tacit agreement between the.
Orientation Committee at
State and Moscow. The docu-

ust Received
A fresh supply of Whitman's
Candies.

he CANDY SHOP

Side Square
Phone 270
FREE DRINKS
Edna Mills, Paul Kruse, Betty
Greathouse, Dale Harris

Remington

Portable

Typewriter

CHEAPER THAN RENTING
$3.00 down

lOc

ADA¥

KING BROTHERS
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE
NEWSPAPERS
PHONE 428

MAGAZINES

GREETING CARDS
,

WEST SIDE SQUARE

High W aistlines, Squared Shoulders,
Swings, P eplums and Princess Lines
. . . All are h ere in smart variety.
Materials include Acetates, Rasha
Crepes, Wool Crepes, Matelasse Crepes
and Novelties.

SIZES 11 to 17-12 to 20

Tuesday, September 29, 193~
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Mrs. Gladys V erVv"iebe
Club to Hear
Warbler
Shots
What Is EI's Greatest Sport? French
Is P .-T. A. Presldenl
Of France Adventures
Are Scheduled
'Tinte-Wasting' Says Scrivener
'Waste Your Time Profitably, !
Not Wastefully,' Exhorts News
Scribe; Gives Helpful Hints
f<Or Loafers.

'Look Me Over, Boys'

By Florence Cottingham
What is the greatest college sport?
The immediate response is "-oh, football, or basketball-or maybe tennis."
These sports, however, are confined to
a particular season, a selected group
of fans, and a few heroas, and receive
the publicity due them in due time.
But what about the unrecognized, unheralded year-round sports which
have greater followings than all the
athletics?
Timewasting Is It
Consider the time-wasters. The object of this group is, of course, to
waste time profitably rather than
wastefully. In order to do this there
must be, as in other sports, certain
stipulations and requirements. For
instance, he who sits in the assembly
room occupying two or three chairs
and gazing at the inside of his eyelids is almost certain to be a wasteful
time-waster, and should be disqualiThis, frosh, is the typical frat infied for not applying himself to his
work. On the other h a nd, the library vitation from Eastern's two flourishmagazines and papers are recognized ing men's societies. The apprO>a.c h is
as a legitimate way to pass a few in reverse this year-the frat says Jook
hours not in study. Probably the in- me over, not the frosb, but all intenspiration received from looking at the tions are good.
pictures in L'Illustra,t ion and Die
Woche more than outweighs the fact
that no real knowledge is being gained
due to inability to read either French
-or German.
Loiterers Are Spiritless
Among those that have gone before
Loiterers in the halls who frequent in Sigma Tau Delta is stanley Meparticularly the fountain and radiator I t h who was president of the Writregions are particularly offensive to e~/sclub and Sigma Tau Delta two
the bona fide time-wasters. These years ago. Mcintosh's administration
lackadaisical individua ls do not have at that time, it will be remembered,
the real spirit of profiting· from their
f marke d success. He is now conloitering and are content to watch :~~i~g his succ•ess at Evanston where
every passer-by with only a passive h e teaches in the Nichol's Intermediinterest in the scene. Those schooled ate School. Here he has received spein the art may assume almost the cial notice for two projects, one of
same pose, but the mental · attitude is which is unusual. This is the use of
quite different. They will undoubt- the microphone in speech work in the
edly be on the look-out for (1) a good- seventh and eighth grades. He also
looking figure, (2) a pretty face, (3)
directed moving pictures taken of the
errors in dress, (4) a studiom; atti- school stanley tens us that he still
tude, (5) a fellow with whom to carry
has his interest in writing. Last year
on the time-wasUng. This spirit of
he entered a drama contest, and, alresearch is quite commendRble, and though he didn't win, he intends to
were an annual report to be drawn keep trying.
up the result would undoubtedly be
Wilma Birdzell, last year's president,
a great influence on the students who writes from Farmer City that she will
find it necessary to scurry up and "dispense the precious grains of knowldown the halls many times a day.
edge to nine rosy-cheeked country lads
Two Categories Analyzed
and lassies." Her language sounds litAnother group of student loafers erary for a member of Sigma Tau Delhas split into two factions, now rec- ta.
ognized as the "Whaddya Know" and
Rose Marie Megaw was selected to
"Save Your Country" divisions. The teach English and dramatics at Hume
former group is an unthinking, chat- High school. "Billy" secured this potering mob who ask after one's health sition after summer school was ended.
without waiting or caring for an an- Her activities to date are not known.
swer, request to know what is on one's
At the last m eeting of the combined
mind without giving serious consider- clubs the show Nine Days a Queen
ation to the effects of flattery, and in was chosen to be given October 27.
general ·give voice to meaningless,
It may be given the 17th.
hackneyed remarks. The latter, how- - - E ISTc-- ever, has swung off from the main
LIBRARY BULLETINS ARE
trend to discuss questions of the day,
PACKED WITH INTEREST
the facts of which are definite and the
result a problem to be solved. Whether
The library bulletin board should be
or not Mr. Landon will get a chance
of
special interest this week. The
to give jobs, not relief, to all, or Mr
subject
is Harvard's Tercentenary.
Roosevelt to continue to protect the
You
will
find "glassified" flowers, faconstitution, are two topics greatly
mous
alumni
(including some of our
favored. The future of Dizzy Dean,
faculty)
and
bits
of historic Boston.
the career of Lou Gehrig, what a secSubjects
for
the
next two weeks are:
ond Albie Booth would mean to footOctober
5,
Autumn
Landscape; Octoball, and the various t echniques of
ber
12,
Columbus
Day.
Get the bulgetting oneself invited out to dinner
letin board habit.
are minor problems.
- EISTc-- It would seem that college student~
as a type are in a state of change. It CAR WASHING- 50c. Charles Meyers.
is only to be hoped that the great in- Phone 624.

•
W • N
W r1ters
rite eWS
Of Past Club Prexys

"We want everyone who is interested,
not only in the French club, but in
France itself, to come to the meeting
' Thursday night at 8:00 p. m., in Pemberton Hall," said Miss Elizabeth E.
Michael, sponsor of Le Cercle Francais.
Mary Augusta Bratton will be hostess
to the French club when it meets to
hear Miss Michael's account of her
trip to France. She will speak in
French.
The first meeting of the French club
was held Tuesday afternoon, September 22, at 3:45 in the French room. At
that time the following officers were
elected: Mary Augusta Bratton. president; Louise Inman, vice-president;
Robert Hallowell, secretary and treasurer. During the remainder of the
meeting, club members discussed plans
for the coming year.
Anyone who plans to attend the
meeting Thursday night is asked to
sig·n the paper on the foreign language
bulletin board at the ·east end of the
main hall by Wednesday evening.

I

---EoaTe:---

Employment Secured
By Two I. A. Alumni
Mr. Marion Mathas, '36, who recently
acospted an Industrial Arts teaching
position in the Indianapolis schools,
spent last week-end with relatives iLl
Charleston. His address, for those who
wish to reach him, i"s Room 45, Y. M. C.
A., Indianapolis, Ind.
W. D. Bertschinger, an alumnus of
Eastern, h as entered the employ of
The White Lumber company at Jackson, Mississippi His employer is the
governor of the state. Mr. Bertschinger's. duties consist of drawing plan~ for
vanous types of standard proJects
. which this compa,ny sells ..
Arthur Dooley, 36, who Is e~ployed
at the Clark Fo~ndry c::rompany m Ma~toon where he IS gettmg trade expenence to qu.a~ify him for . ~ Smith~ughes. certificate, was a VISitor of the
mdustnal .arts department Thursday.
Mr. . Dool~y is d?ing el~ctrical wor~
reqmred m the mstallatwn of the
"Iron Fireman," a coal stoker for resi.dences.

- - - E IBTc - - -

Lowell Monical Is
Epsilon Pi Tau Head

I

Grocery & Market

IN ILLINOIS TEACHERS
An article, "Helping the New Teacher," by Frank A. Beu, dean of the college, may be found in the September
Illinois Teachers on pages 5-6, 22.
- - - E I S T C: - - -

When your thought is 'Flowers for
Madame', call Carroll-Florist. Flowers
for all occasions. Phone 39.-413 Seventh street.

---EISTC:---

D.T.FREELAND

706 Lincoln

Phone 73

Cleaning & Pressing
Student
Help
LAUNDRY 0~~~:~
CASH AND CARRY PRICES
Quick Service-Guaranteed
Work

The MIDGET SHOP

CALL

WEATHERVANE IS VAIN!

F. V. THRALL

Pho11e 73
710 Lincoln
Did you think we had a new weathfor
ervane and flagpole on the tower? We
haven 't. It's aluminum paint ov·er the
PLATE
DINNER
Day 186
PHONES Night 1269
weathervane that has been there thirLUNCH
ty-seven years, since the building was • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
built, in fact. Twenty years ago the
flagpole was struck by lightning, so
Choice of Meats and
the slender cedar pole is comparatively
Side Dishes
new. It, also, is painted.
STUDENT WAlTERS
- - - E ISTC
:--PHONE 518
Garage For Rent - Room for two
cars. 615 Harrison St., Phone 1007.
Phone 73
706 Lincoln
.----------------•
I

Quality Coal

EAT
Sc Hamburger 5c

TAX I

HARRY ETNIRE

I,________. . .,_______,

PEOPLES. DRUG
STORE
Complete Drug and Fountain
S.ervice
NORTH SIDE SQUARE

Courteous Service,
Quality Products
at

SHELL SERVICE STATION
C. W. Boyer, Mgr.

6th & Madison

I

stitution of t ime-wasting will not be'
so seriously considered as to cause an
end to its existence.

Officers of the Parent-Teachers as.
sociation met September 23 and ap.
Other Pictures to Be Taken \Viii pointed Gladys Verwiebe chairman 0,
Be Announced Via the Bulle- a committee to arrang·e the progran:
for the first m eeting of the year, which
tin Boards.
the officers suggest be h eld Wednesday
This Thursday at 15 minutes of one October 21, at 8 p . m. in the collegE
auditorium.
o'clock pictures of the freshmen in
Other memb-ers of the program com.
eight groups will be taken for the
mittee
are Miss Edith Levake, M
Warbler, Eastern yearbook, announces
Ray
Bruce
and Mrs. Joe E. Gaiser.
Joe Ke:ly, Warbler business manager.
The eight pictures will be taken on the
Some attempt has already been mad·)
south campus by Fred Ryan of the to have Mrs. Williams, president of the
Artcraft Studio before the Orientation Illinois P.-T. A. and Mrs. Russell Shrivprogram begins. Freshmen will report er , vice-president of the state associa·
in the auditorium where they will be tion to appear on a Wednesday pro·
seated in alphabetical groups and sent gram.
out a group at a time to be photoThe officers are anxious for the
graphed.
committee to arrange any program H
Mr. Kelly asks the following things of desires. The officers are : Mrs. F. W.
the freshmen in order that the best Claar, president; Mrs. Byron Trexler,
possible pictures may be taken as vice-president; Mrs. Herbert TknayaJL
quickly as po~sible: Wear the best you 1 secretary; Mrs. Melvin Thomas, treas·
have; leave all books and baggage in I urer.
the auditorium; remember how you
Tomorrow there will be a meeting or
ar·e seated in the auditorium so that these officers with the r oom tea.chers
there will be no confusion when the of the first eight grades to select a
pictures are taken.
vice-president for each of the train·
Three assistants will be used to help ing grades.
handle the 365 freshmen. The group
---a:osTc:- - is considerably larger than last year
S tart the school year right by be·
and it is hoped that more will appear ing "On Time" with one of our new
for the picture-taking. There can be W_altham or Elgin watche&-both Am·
no excuse for non-appearance.
encan made.-C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth
Joe Kelly and Aline Claar, Warbler street.
editor, expect to take organization
group pictures regularly on Thursdays
at 1:00 on the campus, in order to take
advantage of outside light. AnnounceEverything to Eat
ments of the picture taking schedule
COMPLETE LINE SCHOOL
will appear early in the News and on
SUPPLIES
the bulletin boards
Trade
Here and Save
---EISTC--STUDENT CLERKS
BEU ARTICLE APPEARS

·~----------------------------~
a--------------------------------•

The EATING QUESliON ANSWERED
at •••

THE DINNER BELL CAFE

LINCOLN INN II

1

A Va r i e t y

of flavors in our

i:p;~~ii coNEs ...........................................:..................... Sc

Boley's Ice Cream Factory
723 7th St.

4 Doors South of Jail

FOLK-BAILS DRY GOODS CO.
NEW SMOCKS
$100 and ........................ ............. .
NEW CREPE DRESSESPlain Colors

$1.98
$2.98

BED SPREADS-BLANKETS-CURTAINS
and RUGS

Welcome! • • • •
E. I. Faculty-Students

II

An organization meeting of the Epsilon Pi Tau, the national honorary
fraternity in industrial arts a nd vocational education, was held in the industrial arts building Tuesday, Sept.
22 for the pUl'pose of electing officer s.
Officers elected for the coming year
are: Lowell Monical, president; Ellsworth Russell, vice-president; Russell
Harris, secretary-treasurer.

PHONE 839 FOR

$5.50 Meal Tickets for $5.00

MOORE'S TIRE & BATTERY SERVICE

- - - E I S T·c - - -

ACCESSORIES-WHOLESALE & RETAIL

Private Dining Ro,om for Parties and Banquets. Chicken
Served on Wednesday, Thursday, rS aturday and Sunday.

It pays to look your best for all occasions. Come to Gates Beauty Parlor for expert work. Maxine Ferree,
Ruth Black, operators; Earl Houts,
C. T. Gates, barbers.

Special CHICKEN DINNER on Sundays
G. E. Edwards
·
1409 Fourth St.

EAST SIDE CAFE11
Open Day and Night

417 MADISON ST.

CHARLESTON,

East Side Square

HOT ROLLS EVERY MEAL

Sta·r ter and Generator Work-Goodyear Tires-Recharging
and Road Service
~L.

li

A. DAVIS

&

DUNCAN

-

27 Students Teach in
5 A ffiliated Schools

eception Room Modernized

Since 'Ye Geude Olde Dayes'
A. Meant Room to Be ArBut It Never Was;
ow Contains Only A Multiof Offices.
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Taylor, Hostetler
Speak at Math Club
About fifty students heard Dr. E. H.
Taylor and Miss Ruth Hostettler present topics at the first meeting of the
Mathematics club last Wednesday evening.
Dr. Taylor pointed out some of the
practical applications of mathematics
in the business and scientific world.
Nearly all college subjects require a
knowledge of the fundamental notions of mathematics. He showed that
the "tree of a ll scientific knowledge"
is firmly rooted in mathematics.
Miss Hostettler showed some strange
methods of computation which were
commonly used in textbooks of fifty
to two hundred years ago. She said,
"We should certa1nly be glad that we
don't have to use some 'short-cuts' of
a hundred years ago."
Arrangements were made to hold a
wiener roast at the next meeting, October 7. The usual dues of fifty cents
for the year were agreed upon.

By "I" Witness
yes-the reception room has been
these last few years. No, I didn'::
that; cut it out, Editor. What I
mean is that things have really
place in the reception room. 'Tis
place-and a bit histronic, if
is in the l east sentimental. No,
not sentimental; but be it tush or
it toddle, it has a history and I
relate it.
Reception Room Was R. A.
the good old days (when Roosevelt was just a president-not a savior
of h is country or a dictator) the ret ".UtWli.L uu room was an :R . A. That meant
to be arranged," but if you ever
it on your program, you know that
that alighted in the reception
stayed there. In those days the
classes of "Free-Lancer"
were in full swing.
a.T~·"•M••n er men were campus lead- - - E I S Tc - - the Grant Hotel was glad of
As I was saying-Mr. Andrews
it the "Royal Academy," for
you know he is a newspaper m an,
journalism classes always seemed
A short business meeting of the Art
draw the reception room in the
Club was h eld last Tuesday for reortion raffle."
ganization and election of officers for
News. Tried to: Meet There
News used to attempt staff the ensuing year. Dorothy Hills was
tings there too, when the Women's nominated and elected for president.
Student Council, Country Life Other officers for the club are Paull:ne
Players, Men's Union, and East- Souers, vice-president, Ruth Clapp, sec~v~•~a.~~;:, didn't b eat them to it. 'Twas r etary and historian, Carl Shull, treasstruggle but "all is unfair in love urer. Miss Michael of the foreign lanwar" and it certainly was a war- guage department, has been asked to
speak to the club at a future meettimes.
think I might say that the tea.s ing on the "Exhibit of Modern Paint there were a credit t o the room ers" which she visited in Paris this
for socially minded coeds wore summer.
- - EIST'c -- Saturday night clothes when they
ed the League's t ea all over the FOODS CLASS ENTERTAINS
long "round" table which is the
of E astern's alumni.
The beginning foods class, composed
"Cowboys" Lounged Within
of sophomore home economics girls,
course 'twas equally famous as a entertained the freshman hom'3 ecocloak room and study hall for nomics girls at a t ea Friday afterCampus Cowboys." It even noon. Tea was served in the departoverstuffed furniture then and ment dining room during the r egular
could nap a bit when tired of edu- class periods.
on classes. All went well until feet
Misses Maxine Engle, Ber,ty Greatfound on that same round table- house, June Pres4.ion, ::m1 Mary Jctne
much fur flew- and its doors were Kelly, acting as hostesses for the
from morn till night.
sopl!omore class, poured.
I say 'twas a grand old room.
now, alas! Look at it now. It has
ted into office rooms for the
Always the Best Line of
of m en and women. An "A"
FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
been nailed upon the door-and it
Phone 531
forbidding- very forbidding. Au
CHARLESTON FRUIT
to our underclass uproars.

Hills Selected As
New Art Club Prexy

<Continued from Page 4)
be slow of realization, tru e. But
it comes it will catch the teachcolleges as they are now constituted j
a sad state of unpreparedness, so 1
is the time to take cognizance of I
situation.
the need for change has
been apparent, change amount:s
revolution. The high schools are
DOt physically prepared for teaching
vocational subjects, but that can be
The m ost terrifying aspoect I
the situ ation is that the teaching
.... ~.• v u is not prepar·e d by training
them. The teachers colleges
prepare u s for it. Therefor3
teachers colleges look with troubled
approving eyes at the move now on foot.

Redecorations Harmonize with
Funitpre.
Books of the Training School will
g-reet the children in a changed world
within a few days, according to Miss
Harriet Love. librarian.
New light furniture which has just
arrived is rapidly being installed and
workmen are now repainting the walls
to harmonize with its light oak color.
Even the old blackboards have disa ppeared and large adjustab~e bookshelves extend all around the walls.
An interesting array of special
shelves hold picture books, magazines,
travel books, music books - all transforming the old library int o a modern
child's book world.

R ECORD CROWD COMES
TO COUNTRY LIFE MEET
The Country Life Club br oke its attendance record Monde.y night, September 21, when 84 members were
presen t . The meeting, which was verv
informal, was held in Room 29. The
new leader, Alice Cruse, led the group
in singing selections collected from
the conv·e ntions for the past three
years. Later, the m embers went to
the Art room where games were played,
followed by a brief talk u pon the club
and its functions by President Maur ice Wilson. · The entertainment was
planned by a committee composed of
Elizabeth Dickman, Leo Berns and Rola nd Crackel.
A MODERN MIRACLE OF
COMFORT and 1L OVELINESS
The Machine-less Permanent

ZOTOZ

---EisT·c---

It pays to look your best for all occasions. Come to G a tes Beauty ParLor for expert work. Maxine Ferree,
Ruth Black, operators; Earl Houts,
C. 'I'. Gates, barbers.

FouR

PETERS' MARINELLO

BEAUTY SHOP
North Side Square

Phone 1506

All FAVORITES

in Stunning Nationally Advertised

BRADING'S

SHOE REPAIRING
Quality Mat erial and
Prompt Service
417 7th St.
PHONE 173

DOG-ON
GOOD LUMBER
I

n·s a

·g oy seoson ••• ond
there ore the styles to go
'with HI We've many more
too, in new materials and
colors ot this o.ttractive
price I

\

s

\
$3.95

STORE

---EISTc---

·culum Revision
Is Important Topic

There are now twenty-seven student-teachers doing work in the affil'iated schools. Fifteen go to Humboldt each day. Six of the group
going to Humboldt teach in t he high
school, the other nine in the grades.
There are four teaching in each of
the one room schools.
Teaching at the Lafferty school, under Mrs. Elizabeth Renshaw, are Zoda
Iona Mourer, B er t ha May Webb, Eva
Cuma Honn, and Helen Marie Turner.
Sarah E. Fr·e denberger, Elizabeth
Dickman, Eleanor Jacobs and Clifford W. Snider are located at the
Clear Springs school under Miss Ersie
MaoCallister for practice teaching.
At Oak Grove school under Miss
Theodosia Newman are Sa.die G
Kuel, Kenneth Horton, Clyde Kahn,
and Babe Stevens.
Those teaching in the grades at
Humboldt are Lorene Heinlein, Ola
Jordan, Kenneth Durham, Carmen
Pea.ke, Florence Keel, Mary Rennels,
Helen Williams, Qlive E. Sederberg,
and Clara Hall.
High 'school practice teachers in
Humboldt are Frances Woods, James
Coleman, John Clifford, Evelyn Keith,
Ben Edman, and Freda Elder.
Unt'il the bus purchased by the college arrives, an Illini coach from
Champaign has been rented :tor the
purpose of transporting the students.

Child's Library Is
'Changed World'

U. C. JOSSERAND
BARBER
Across Street from Library
MEMBER EI BOOSTER CLUB

Hair Cut 25c

Charleston Lumber Co.
208 6th St.

PHONE 14

WELCOME STUDENTS

'WINK'S'

GROCERY

One BI,ock North of Campus o·n 6th St.

Groceries and Meats
A COMPLETE LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES
OPEN 9:00 EVENINGS

TUART'S Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
DRUG STORE
EAST SIDE SQUARE
Tek Tooth Brushes................39c
Dr. W est Tooth Brushes.... .49c

•

HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS

Mag-lac Tooth Paste............39c

HATS
Lotions-Toilet Cr.ea.ms

COATS
DRESSES

FORGET WE SERVE
LEM-EN-BLEND AT OUR
FOUNTAIN

SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

Welcomes You!
You 'll be surprised at the large stocks and the
quality we h ave. Every 'item of high grade and
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for
the girl.

tterfly'' ti.e of browPI
suede, seamed and piped

in

nJss~t

\ '

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render
service at all times. Expert operator.

•

ALEXANDER'S

'off. Blo'k also.

...

A&G SHOE MART
SMARTEST STYLES

WEST SIDE SQUARE
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Grid Newconters in Eastern's
'New Deal' Reviewed by Keene

Reporter Discloses
Little 19 Prospects

·------

(By Jack Keene)
The News is attempting to get stu-dents at Eastern interested in the LitFive F reshmen and One SophoStar Returns
t:e Nineteen conference this year, bemore T ransfer Are on Footcaus of its belief that the Panthers
hall Squad; Only One Intendwill end in the "upper bracket." We
ed t o E nroll.
shall list what the other schoo!s are
expecting from their teams. According
to confirmed reports, most of the
By Jack Keene.
schools in the Little Nineteen have
Would you like to have just an ide<t
something
or other to wail about.
of how a few of the most promising
At Illinois College in Jacksonville,
newcomers on the gridiron at Eastern
Coach Ray "Butch" Nusspickel has
appear through the eyes of a N ews
only seven lettermen on which to try
reporter? If so, you'll get an inkling of
to build a championship team. CoCaptain Vernon Ford, a guard, has
what is meant by the "New Deal" b
sports at Eastern. When five freshbeen out of school for more than a
week, suffering with an injured knee.
men and one sophomore transfer wer 3
questioned as to who they were, wha~
Be t in the backfield Coach Nusspickel
they do, and why they came to East··
has his sturdy foursome of the '35 seaern, it was found that only one haj
son with which to taunt his opponents.
planned to enter this school last spring.
Up at Decatur Coach Leo Johnson of
He is M-ervin Baker, a graduate of
. Millikin is singing the blues and has a
TC high. Perhaps the reason he planLe·e Watt.s, former star athlete, IS right to. Last spring Coach Johnson
ned to come here was that his room- back in college with the smirch of in- I had twenty veterans he figured on t o
mate was none other than the assist- eligibility on his name because of la~c> make up the team for '36. Unfortunant coach, Jimmy Tedrick. All the registration. He is expected to agam ately for him, only five men who had
ethers had either planned to go els-e- take his place on the basketball squad any experience at all reported for pracwhere or to drop school. In the sum- and tennis team when the season roll;:; tice. Reasons for the veterans not
mer, however, a big, tall, light-haire1 around. Watts was one of the best ball showing up are the usual three: gradum an left Charleston for a tour of his- carriers on the football team two years ation, ineligibility and injuries.
torical (as regards football) towns ago.
Knox gridders under the supervision
throughout Illinois.
of Coach Pete Reyno!ds at Galesburg
High School Players Star
Angus Outlines appear to be rather optimistic. They
At the beginning of the school year
•
•
reported a "find" who can outpass
many had noticed that the Panthers
Cross Country Hopes anyone in the Conference. He is Warhad a pretty good crop of high school
-I ren "Little" Wiltsie, 145 pound quarterfootball stars. Upon investigation we
"Eastern has better prospects for a. back from St. Charles. Besides being
found: From Flora, Illinois, comes th!3 cross country team this fall than in able to pass he is a beautiful open
best that Carson has for a center. He years previous," Coach Angus told a field runner and punts better than the
is "Crutch" Lewis, who has had three News reporter Friday. "With the rna- average.
years of both football and basketball terial we have, I think it will be pesexperience in the toughest conference ftible to develop a well balanced team
of southern Illinois, Little Egypt. I n capable of putting up some real oppo- Bushue, Frank Bolin, Robert Gibson,
his sophomore yeal' "Crutch's" team sition against Normal when we meet Merle Rhodes and Forrest Wood, who
were the conference champs with Lewis t~em here on Oct ober 2.
have had no previous running experiplaying center. In his junior year the
"The race will be run here on our ence in college.
team was co-champ, with Lewis mak- new cross country course. This course
The schedule of r aces for this fall
ing the first all-confereno8 team. But as now marked out is three and six is not definite yet, but there will be
in his last year Lewis let social life tenths miles long and encircl·es th~ at least three contests here and two
mix in with football Cas we. hear) and golf course, making it possible for at other colleg·cs.
got only honorable mentiOn. When 1 15pectators to view the contest from
Cross country schedule :
asked why be came to Eastern he. ex:- start to finish of the race."
Normal-here Oct. 9.
plained, "Well, I was going to IllmoiS
The list of men who are out for
Indiana State-bare-Oct. 16.
College at J acksonville, but Joe Snyder cross country this fall includes several
Carbondale - there- Nov. 3 (tentawas down at Flora and invited me t'l of recognized ability as distance run- tive).
Charletson. Later on Coach Carsotl ners. It consists of:
Macomb-here-Nov. 7 (tentative) .
got word to me about the pretty camRobert Anderson Frank Broyl-es,
State meet at Normal-there - Nov.
pus here so I decided on Charleston. " J ohn Dayton, John' Farrar, members 14.
Asked what he thought of the Coach, of last year's cross country team of
---EISTC--Lewis said, ''I've only had two, but h~ well known repute; William Towler, a
You will find our advertisers court~
is the best I ever had, including per- member of last year's track team; Earl eous, accommodating and friendly.
sonality and football knowledge."
Anderson, a Charleston High school Make their acquaintance.
Lewis Brings Hammitt and · Craig
track star ; J ack Jahnle, formerly of
Lewis is also responsible for Ham- the Blackburn track team, and Gerald
mitt and Craig's appearance at Eastern, as they agreed to stick together
track. In. his senior year at track he
through school.
PLUl\'ffiiNG & HEATING
Another good bet, for the starting set a pole vault record for Vermilion
COMPANY
quarterback position, is M~rvin Baker, county that still stands-11 feet 6%,
Plumbing, Hea ting and
a TO graduate. Baker is the proud inches. In the summer he conditioned.
Sheet Met al Work.
possessor of t en letters won during his for football by working in the furnace
high school athletic career, four in department of the Heglers Zinc Co. as
football, four in basketball and two in a general flunky.
Clive Dick, Mgr.
track. In his junior year he transAlfred Duff.elmeyer of Beardstown i~
ferred to Charleston high and was another back field man who looks to
fortunate enough to be coached by be sound enough for the "great team.''
Carson. He is an accurate left hand- He comes from the Spoon River coned passer and is the best. quick kicke:· ference, where h e made the all-conFurniture
on the squad. In high school he was ference and All-Central Illinois teams
captain in his senior ~ear of both the in football in his senior year. He has
Company
football and basketball teams. In '35 pla.yed four years of football and three
and '36 he won the E'a stern Illinois in basketball in high school. In his
.New and Used Furniture, Stoves,
conference javelin toss with heaves of freshman year he was on the team o~
Rugs and Furniture Repairing
144.5 and g2 feet respectively. In conference champs.
610 Van Buren
'36 he won the right to compete in the
Last summer Duffelmeyer kept in
state by tossing it 154.11 feet. In basPHONE 960
E. L. KING, Prop.
Continued on Next Page
ketball Baker has been the high scOL'er since his sophomore year. His opinIon of Cal'son as a coach is: "The best
football coach I've ever been under, A New Portrait?
Faculty Students
although I think a lot of Coach Van
Horn."
We mamtain a complete Service
Willard Klink from Georgetown,
A gift that is always timely.
Department for all makes of Radios
brother of Paul, has been playing some
Suitable for any occasion.
high class football at the wing back
R. C. A.- VICTOR DEALER
position. He ties "Merv" Baker with
the number · of letters won in high
school, counting, ten. He won three
F. L . RYAN, Prop.
604 6th St.
PHONE 474
in football and basketball and four in

W 5

WHITE

•..•••.•.•.•••••••..•••.•........•..................

STARTING LINEUP FOR
FIRST GAME RELEASED
Coach Ted Carson released Monday the probab!e lineup he will
use at Wheaton October 3.
First Team
Reserves
Adair ..............L E........ V. Miller
Hallock .......... L T........
Weekley*
..............L G.............. Scott*
Voris
Lewis ................ C............ Landon*
Dennis
.......... R G...... McConnell*
Jachino ..........R T.......... Trulock*
Ritchie .......... R E........ Hammick
Baker
............ Q B............ Taylor*
Klink ..............L H............ Taylor*
Hutton*
Kessinger ...... R H..........
Newell ............P B........ E. Miller*
* Men who may take these positions are: Cole, LT; Stahl, LG;
Spicer or Snyder, C; Nixon, Snyder, Spicer or Sadoris, RG; Ogden,
RT; Drumm, QB; Gossett, LH;
Duffelmeyer, RH; Crabtree, FB.
Carson says that the lineup is
subject to change. Sam Taylor has
poison ivy about his arms and
chest and may not make the trip.
Twenty-two players will go.

WAA Releases
Year Program
Remaining Officers Are Elected;
Program for Year Is Review.
ed; S. Kuffel Is Vice-President.

Sadie Kuffel was elected vice-president, Milbra Osborn secretary-treasurer, Helen Jones, social chairman,
Bette Lou Bails, pep leader and Carolyn
Gilbert assistant pep leader for the
Council at a W AA meeting of sixty
girls called by Helen Hall, president,
last Wednesday.
Sports to be offered this fall are
hockey, tennis, interpretative dancing,
social dancing, hiking and tap dancing.
A girl may belong to any one or to several of these clubs. "Any girl in the
college is eligible for W AA membership," stated Miss Hall.
Besides the sports the organization's
activities will consist of a hockey game
between the All-Star and Alumni team
a.t Homecoming and a trip to Normal
for the All-Star hockey team and two
.•.•••...•••••••..•..•......•....•.....•...••.•...•• tennis teams.
- - - E I S T c - --

TC Schedules Seven
Games; Two Are Won

FITZHUGH VISITS WITH
FIDELIS AT NEW HOUSE

Harry Fitzhugh, Fidelis alumnus, visThe Teachers College high school I ited ths fraternity house Saturday. He
plays a &even game schedule this year, is now teaching at Bushton. It wa~
including thr·ee teams generally con- Mr. Fitzhugh who gave Fidelis its
sidered ;•pretty tough," Charleston, name.
Palestine and Marshall. The blue and
gold team has already whipped Lovington by a 13-0 score and Hammond
The New Management
in a 20-7 score. The rest of the schedWELCOMES You to
ule follows:
Little Campus Cafe
s eptember 25-Hammond, h-ere.
October 2-Mart insville, there.
Dinners, Eandwiches, Drinks,
Smokes
October 9-Paris, here.
"Meet
with
Your
Friends Here"
October 23-Marshall, here.
October 30-Palestine, here.
/ MAX WHITE, CHARLES CRITES,
Proprietors
Nov~mber 6- Charleston high, there.

L--------------

GO

TO

YOUR

BEAUTY

SHOP

WEEKLY

'
I MARINELLO APPROVED BEAUTY SHOP
611 Sixth St.

GROUND FLOOR

Phone 332

PROPRIETOR: MRS. MAUDE COLE

PHONE 295

King

&

The Artcraft Studio

WE MAKE CHARTER TRIPS

ANYTUME,

ANY~RE

Willa,rd Batt eries

Tire Repairing

CHARTER COACH
SERVICE

We Specialize in
Frame and Axle Straightenihg
- Front Wheel Alignment

Dlini Coach Company

AUTO SPECIALISTS

KEITH R. McKELVEY, Mgr.

Sim pson & Bennet t

Charleston Division

PHONE 430

PHONE 405

409 Fifth St.

New Styles

New Colors

$

$
New patterns in plain and sport back
styles.

Burbeck Electric Co.

Also the jacket type in zipper

and button front models.
MAY WE
SHOW
YOU?

You will be

especially interested in the new baby
shaker sport models.

MURRAY'S

CLOTHING
STORE
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C High Swamps Hantntond,
20 to 7; Locals Are Powerful
ol, Day, Hall Make TouchFinley's
Placekicks
Good for Extra Points.

His Boys Win

1'"'-".Jl~.~......,,.... .. ;

spirited T eachers College hig-h
team showed driving power at
time it desired tu wallop HamFrida y afternoon on Schg,hrer
by a 20-6 score. Although H a mscored first, Legee's ball carrygiving them a 7-0 adv~mtage at
end of the first qul:lrtcr, Van Horn
it safe to use a lmost every man
the squad, including seven freshb efore the end of the game.
The massacre began \\'hen Carroll
Hall began smashing Hammond's
tackle for heavy gains until TC
was on the H a mmond ten yard line.
D ay snagged a pass and carried
ball for a touchdown. The half
with TC again on the H amtwenty-yard line.
the third quarter another drive
started when Hutton intercepted
on the fifty-yard line. Endsley
the ball for a first down, D a.y
a pass on the line for a twentygain, and Hall carried the ball
from the three - yard line. Finley
f or t he first time to make good
kick for the extra point.
The fourth quarter was marked by
Horn's frequent substitutions. The
were able to hold Hammond
A freshman back, l!ill Reat,
the Hammond kick-off back
fifty-yard line. Hammond reto passing, and completed two
didn't get within scoring distance.
. C. m en showing brilliant play-~
were Finley at center, M irus in
Myers in returning punts.
was taking p asses and carrying
very effectively and MacGregor
t ackle was getting through the line
driving the passer back in many
Hayes showed great spirit
gua rd. "R ed " Endsley, who was
last week because of illness, played
excellent game while h e was in the
TC

Hammond
LE .............. Ferguson
LT ............ Cochran
.............. LG ................ Adams
.................... C ................ Traxler
.................. RG .............. Shreffle
................ R T .............. S.tirively
................ RE .............. Helfrich
QB .................. Legge
.............. LH ............ Foreman
.................... RH .................... Hoyt
..... .......... ... F B ............ Shreffier

.................... 7

0

0

0

'CAPS AND LOWER CASE'
PHONOME.NA TREAD GRID
A phenomenon that Alex Summers, erstwhile News editor, would
have welcomed for his "Caps and
Lower Case" column is extant on
the Eas tern football field.
A p a ir of numucr 13 shoes"Gaps" and ·a p a ir of number 3's"lower case," tread the same football field.
The number 13's belong to Loric
W atts, Panther squad member;
the number 3's to John H ackett,
mascot of the Blue and Gold squad.
"Little John" weighs 84 pounds in
his football togs and Watts tips
the scales at well over 200.

CONFERENCE TEAMS LOSE
IN INITIAL GRID TILT S

__
Rainy grid battles marked the opening of Little 19 conference phiy. The
Macomb teachers battled to a scoreless
tie in a steady rain Saturday with
Parsons college of Fairfie~d, Ia. Illinois
college at Jacksonville lost to Wabash
college 6 to 2. The Illinois Wesleyan
Titans of Bloomington lost to a strong
Centenary college team 21 to 7. Washington university easily disposed of
Bradley college of Peoria, 32 to 0.
R ipon college scored in final six minutes to down Millikin, 6 to 0.

BARBER
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel

I

to be rebuilt.
W. C. FITZPATRICK
PHONE 74
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson

BARGAIN DAY

Joel McCREA-Joan BENNETT

.

In

'Two In A Crowd'
ALSO SHORT SUBJECTS

SHOWS FROM 2:30

WED. & THURS.

ADM. lOc & 25c

Herbert Marshall- Ruth Chatterton
In

'Girls' Dormitory'
\Vith the· New Scr een Sensation, SIMONE SIMON
ALSO NEWS-COMEDY

FRI.-SAT.-

SHOWS 2:30-7 :00-9:00

DOUBLE FEATURE

FEATURE NO. 1-

Kay

A full line of Hardware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools,
Cutlery and Sporting Goods.

FRANCIS~Geo.

BRENT

ln

We also repair Suit Cases, .Hags, Trunks and all Leather Goods.
"See us before you buy."

'Give Me Your Heart'

PHONE 492

FEATURE NO.2-

I

For Campus Wear

I,

Robert YOUNG- Lewis STONE
In

'Swo;rn Enemy'
with

j

Nat PENDLETON- Joseph CALLIA

•

W AA TENNIS TEAMS
TO HIE OFF TO NORM AL

AA-C

A

MATINEE AT 2:30
medium

Ghillie

Tie

EVENING 7:00-9:00

w ei gh t
that

is

SUNDAY & MONDAY-

Continuous Sunday from I :30

/

packed with ser vice.

RYAN SHOE CO.

Fredric MARCH
•
tn

EAST SIDE SQUARE

'ANTHONY ADVERSE'

PLEASED CUSTOMER IS OUR
BEST ADVERTISEMEI\'T"

.\ LSO NEWS-ACT

MONDAY 2:30-7:00-9:00

REX. W ED.-THURS.

ADM. lOc & 20c

STILLICIOUS

Give Us a Try

.- . . . . . . . pbell' s Electric
Shoe Shop

YEAST VITAMIN B. & G.
CHOCOLATE DRINK

7th Just South of Square

SO. SIDE SQUARE

GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP

IOc to All Till 5:30, Then IOc & 15c

A. G. FROM MEL

- - -E I STc - - - -

GEBHART

They Would Go to the

TUESDAY-·

. . _ _.

S OUTH SIDE SQUARE

If Your Shoes Could
Walk

- - • LINCOLN_
·• -

The hardest tackler on the football
squad
i'i
"Crutoh" Lew-J
is, a ceDJter, who
appears to h ave
things
pretty
much his own
way in that
d e par t nrent.
Lewis is not a
b ig man, but weights around 170
pound~l. He is one of the three Flora.
freshman stars, the others being Hammit and Craig.

C. C. BREEN

school for a couple of years is "Pete"
Jachino from Nokomis. H e weights 170
p ounds and is five feet and six inch as
tall. While at Nokomis he won tl1 ree
l·etters in football and two in basketball, playing guard in bot h spor ts. During J achino's freshman year a.t footb all, Nokomis won the co-champs title
of the S outh Cent ral conference. Since
Jachino graduated from high school he
has been working at t he GOC camp on
t he rock quarry. "Good Coach; we'll
have a prett y good team," he said
when asked about Carson.

condition for football by diving for
mussels in the river near his home.
B~fore enrolling at Eastern, Duffelmeye r planned to enter eithe r Illinois
Wesleyan, Normal university or Illinois
college. H e said , "A friend wanted me
to come here, so I did."
"Judy" Voris, sophomore, is a transfer from Butler university, where he
played his first game of football only
two Y·ears ago. Last year he was not
in school. Vor is, a graduate of Neoga
high school, won four letters there in
basketball and one in track. H e was
co-captain in his junior and seniot'
year. While under Carson, Voris first
started working in the backfield, but
is now at guard. When asked how he
likes the coach, he said, "Best coach
I ever saw; h e knows football and can
p u t it out. I've learned more footba~l
in two days here than I did a whole
y·ear at Butler, and I won my numerals there, too."
Another boy who has b een out of

While Coach Joe Cog dal is training
his champion cross-country crew at
State Normal we wonder when a conference foe will up.3et the "R edbirds,"
who have not been defeated in the conference for s ix years.

T. C .........0
7 13 0 20
"'~'""~·"'•"': Barkley, r eferee (Mattoon);
umpire (Charleston).

MOTORIST SUPPLY CO.
If it's for your Car
we have it.

Continued from Preceding Page

Jim Stahl, who was considered. a
bright prospect
for one of the
gu ard positions
in the line, has
been shifted to
the ba c k f i e 1 d
where he continues t o look
good. · The former Ridgdarm boy, who is the fastest
man o;n the squad, has difficulty staying back of his "interference." Jim,
so the s tory goes, acquired this speed
chasing jack r abbit s in Utah this summer.

7

will send two tennis teams
compete in a meet of the Fourth
ual Teachers College Sports Day at
State Normal. This meet will ·
place on Saturday, October 24.
sport is under the supervision of
Mabel Hupprich. All girls who
interested in playing tennis singles
doubles should start practi.ce at
R egular practices will be held on
mornings from 10 to 12

Careers in Panther Grid Newcomers

By .. ..
John Farrar
Members of the football squad are
lying awake nights trying to figure out
the new triple shift Coach Carson has
introduced. It is an int ricate variation
of the Southern California shift with
a single wingback formation. Carson
is the originator of the shift. I t really
has class!

Coach Paris J. Van Horn

Endsley for
..,u.u.u.•~<., Swann for Hutton, Ingram
Myers, Redding for Endsley, Piper
H ayes, Freeland for Thomas, Reat
Mirus, Swickard for Freeland,
for· Myers, Smith for Redding,
for Swickard. Substitutions
Hammond: Nicholson for Adams.
: Legge, Day, Carrol,
Points after touchdown: Fin(placements) ; Hoyt (placement).

FARRAR SEEING !Reporter Uncovers Scintillating Prep

Get this healthful drink from your milkman.
Distributed by

Lew AYRES-Gail PATRICK in

"MURDER WITH PICTURES"
ALSO ,S HORTS

REX-FRI.-SATURDA Y-(Mat. Sat.)

Meadow .Gold Dairy
PHONE 7

'

7th & Van Buren

SHOWS FROM 7:00

Adm. IOc & i~

Gene Autry in 'Cornin' Round the Mountain'
ALSO SERIAL-ACT

SHOWS FROM 6:30

•
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Stroud, News Feature Writer,
Puts Shroud on 'Knock' Craze
'Ike' Stroud Fumes Furiously As
He Brandishes His Sword and
Delivers K. 0. to 'Knock
Knock Boys.'

Phi Sig Diner Fills
Rapidly, Says Head

Walter W. Cook
Signs 1SO for
Supervisor Club

Eastern Enters
Peace Contest

Dr. Walter W. Cook, training school
head and Placement bureau chief, is
field service committeeman in Illinois
for the Association of Supervisors of
Student-Teaching and has been since
last year. He reports having :signed
up nearly a hundred teaching supervisor~ for his organiza~ion at the Fifth
Meetmg of the Faculties of the State
Teachers Colleges at Springfield a little more than a week ago.
The association had, before Dr.
Cook·s work, about 150 members in
the entire forty-eight states. Its
president is Charles W . .Sanford, principal of the University of Illinois
training teacher body. John earrington, director of the supervisors at
Normal, is connected with the organization as a member of the board of
directors.

-Prizes amounting to $100 are to be
given for the winners in the state
peace oratorical contest at De Paul
university, in a suburb of Chicago,
December 14, 1936.
Eastern will be represented by the
winner of the peace oratorical contest
to be held here either the last week
of October or the first week of November during the intra-mural speech
contests.
Some of the rules of all contestants
must observe are as follows:
1. , A contestant repres~nting any
college or university must be a bonafide student carrying at least twelve
hours work.

Frosh Elect Class
Officers Thursday
Max King was chosen class treasurer and fr·eshman carnival king candidate as freshman elections were
completed Thursday under the direc·
tion of Dick Lewis, class president.
The freshmen were tmsuccessful ir
securing a faculty sponsor at this
meeting. Dr. Donald R . Alter and Dr.
Glenn H. Seymour were named, but
had already been chosen by the jUnior
and sophomore classes.
Martha Holladay and Pauline Crawford were elected as representatives
for the League's Cm.mcH of Nine. Eugene Lewis was elected to r epresent
the freshmen on the Men's Union
executive board.

"The Phi Sigma Epsilon dining serBy R. Stroud
vice is rapidly filling up," said QuarTo arms! A dread scourge;
an termaster Glen Cooper. "We only lack
ominous, odious octopus is in our five men of having a full membership."
midst! Are we, red-blooded sons and The limit has been set at thirty men,
daughters of red-blooded ancestors, go- and Cooper urges any who desire to
ing to stand here idly while this mon- eat with them to notify him at once.
ster undermines our country, our
The servic-e is now officially assured
homes, our schools, and our very rea- and meals will begin to be served Monson? No! I repeat! No! Better a day, October 5. A loan has b-een re---EISTC--thousand deaths than this - a fate ceived from the Charleston National
worse than death - the ignominious bank, and the need·ed materials have
J. GLENN ROSS CHANGES
crumbling of our civilization beneath been ordered. A new ice box and stove
HOMECOMING PLAY CAST
the onslaught of the Knock Knock!
have been procured. Four new tables
2. No contestant will be permitted
Let us take to our bosoms the ex- are being made by a local carpenter.
to use an oration that he has used in
Dr. J. Glenn Ross announces a
ample of that bold patriot and true who The silverware has been ordered from
---EosT
a contest in any other oratorical as- change in the cast now practicing evonly yesterday slew a brush salesman Schouten and Lewis, while the plates
sociation. Revising an oration will not
ery evening for the Homecoming play,
with his own shaving brush when he 1 and pans are coming from Chicago.
make it a new oration.
The La.te Christopher Bean. J osephini!
knocked twice in rapid succession at
Quartermaster Cooper says, "The
3. No student will be permitted to Thomas has been forc·ed to drop her
the door!
quality of our cooks guarantees good
participate in a state contest mo:re part as Mrs. Haggett because of ill
(Continued from page 1>
Face Facts, Fellows!
meals." Marvin Upton, a former Eastthan once.
health. Ruth Thompson of Nokomis,
We must face facts! Our battle is ern student, is returning and will shan•
4.
All
orations
must
be
limited
to
a freshma n, will undertake this part.
made trebly troublesome by the pres- the cooking duties with Dale Trulock. the "Easternopia.ns." The social gath- 1700 words. This rule is imperative.
Miss Thompson has had experience in
erings
may
be
any
one
of
several
types.
ence of traitors in our temple- those Martin Dennis vouches for Trulock's
The state oratorical contest at De high school dramatics and training in
malignant mortals whose puns have ability, saying, "He can cook a bettPr Dean Heller suggested such gatherings
Paul
is one of many such state con- inte~pretative reading. She is a sister
as
some
of
the
all
school
parties
of
last
seethed unuttered in the inmost re- meal than any man I ever knew."
tests. Three prizes are given: first, of Grace Thompson, who attended colyear,
with
instruction
in
contract
cesses of their puny souls all these
Th-e Phi Sigs contemplated a dm$50, second, $30, and third, $20. Three lege last year.
years only to erupt in the most vicious ing service last year; however, they bridge and dancing, ~ith cards, ping
---EISTC--pong and other forms of recreation. or more colleges must participate to
and most hideous of all the Knock 1 thought that their present house was
Platronize your News advertisers.
Knocks of these trying times. These not large enough, and they "W ere go- A "hobby night" was everi suggested, make it a contest.
on which hobbies might be displayed
Two national prizes are also given:
furtive, squinting punsters go soft- ing to wait for a larger house before
footing through our ever-weakening beginning a service. This year, how- by students. Representatives signified first $50 and second $40. The orations
corridors muttering under their foul ever, m easurements of the Lair were their willingness to cooperate in pro- which have won first prizes in the
JEWELER
state contests are eligible for the
breaths-plotting, forever plotting! taken and the surprising discovery was moting such social meets.
Dave Kessinger appointed Marvin national prizes and are not judged by
They seize on the most innocent and made that the pres·e nt house is more
A pleased customer is our
best advertisement.
humble of words, mangling and maul- commodious than the Lair. Under the Rice, of the Gilbert house, Harold a speaking contest, but are to be
Younger of the Lair, Joe Curry of Fi- judged as essays. Effectiveness for
ing them beyond all recognition or hope guidance of Dean Hobart Heller steps
710 Jackson St.
Charleston, Ill.
of posterity. Your name is John, let were then immediately taken toward a delis, and EJ.mer Haire of Phi Sigma peace is the main object.
Epsilon to present these plans to the
us say. All right, you feel comparative- dining service.
meeting of the official board touay.
---EI&Tc---ly safe. Ah, fals-e security! A Knock
This board will be composed of three
Knocker (or K . K ., as these villians are
seniors, two juniors, one sophomore
coming to be called) creeps slyly up
The IDOL
The PLATEAU
and the class presidents.
behind you. He exhales on the back
The Thursday meeting was composed
of your neck. You instinctively ask:
(Continued from Page 2)
of representatives of housing group::;
"Who's there?"
and classes: Orlie Fulk of Lippen"John."
discourage two fellows from going cotts, Earl Jones of Craigs, Marvin
"John who?"
down. Take it from us, it's 7.8 miles Ric-e of the Gilbert house, J . Zahtlcy
And Then Came the Dawn
of Adkins, Ray Sanders of Abernathys, j
down and 78 miles up.
"John the navy to see the world." Your
We skirted the Grand Canyon Harold Younger of the Lair, J oe Curflesh crawls and the K. K. chuckles
through the Painted Desert and up to ry of the Fidelis house, Dale Wingler
malevolently as he pads away.
of the senior class and W ayne Neal
Not always does evil triumph, how- Bryce Canyon, Utah The spectacular of the junior class.
ever! Not long ago a K. K. was knock- view is best known for its vivid colors
The Men's Union will meet in the
Black Gabardine
Black Suede
ed out in his own ring, so as to speak. and huge statue-like columns. The auditorium immediately after chapel
He made the mistake of approaching first glimpse of the Canyon was the today. An election of vice-president,
his iptended victim from the front. most colorful and spectacular view of secretary and treasurer will be held.
Just as his dripping lips were ·t remb- the trip. Retracing our Firestone
- - - E I S T C- - ling on the opening, the other fellow tracks we returned to Zion National
When
your
thought is 'Flowers for
Park, where absolutely vertical canspoke.
Madame',
call
Carroll-Florist.
Flowers
yon walls rise to dizzy heights.
"Knock, knock," knocked he.
for all occasions. Phone 39.-413 SevFrom there the trail led to Las Vegas, enth street.
"Who's there," the K . K. answered
Nevada. This is one of the few "wid·~
gracelessly.
- - - E I S T C:- - open" western towns r emaining. We
.
I NVADT'S ·
,
.
-.
"Hiram."
YOU will find our advertisers court- .
"Hiram who?" There was a hopeful were there on Saturday night when the e)US, accommodating and friendly. -?-- - .
BllOWNbiltSHOE.STOAE · .:.:··. ·- :·
.. ::-·
·•
. BALOU'
CHARLESTON
BOY SCOUT •
_..
glint in the K. K.'s good eye. "Hiram" miners and workers from Boulder Dam Make their acquaintance.
HOSIERY
,ILL.
SHOES
.
were in town bent on havng a good
had immense possibilities.
.
. .
"Hiram Jones," cooed the worm who time. We saw the mighty Colorado
had turned as he walked away con- river being subdued by the huge conscious of good deed well done. The K. crete Boulder Dam, a remarkable en·K. on his part stood stock still in his gineering feat.
Another night of driving finally took
bloody tracks. The enormity of the
. I
thing was too much for him. No pun! us out of the desert and onto the
No chuckle! No nothing! He stood "sunny California coast where it never
stock still! For days he stood stock r ains in the summer time ." We can't
still! He has since gone on the Gov- co~tradict that, because it didn't rain
while we were there; however, it was
ernment payroll.
always too cool for us to take a dip \
Are You Men of Principle?
from
Let us, then, emulate these men of in the Pacific Ocean.
principle, these men of moral integrity
Next week we go up the coast for
who have dared to stand against the the middle third of the trip .
in closed and open front styles.
common enemy. And let our battle cry
be the words of a contemporary
poet.... .
.
1
WERDEN'S is the
Come, ye comrades, knock the Knock
Knock.
"last WERD"--en
WEAVES . .. are new.
Skive hiS skull; aye, slug him shellQuaiity Food Supplies
shocked.
COLOR ~FFECTS ... plain and
Make him say that "conscience
stricken"
two tone are original.
Never heard of "count your chickens."
Block his knock knock; make it
\ Just off the South Side Sq. on 6th
ZllPPER FRONTS ... on many
"sock sock."
models improve the style and

I

Union May Get New
Representation Basis

C. R. E A .T 0 N

Student Traverses
10,500 Miles of US

Smart New Shoes
Featured at ........... .'..
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$3 • 98

We are showing

i'

The New Sweaters

I~

BRADLEY and JERSILD

e

WERDEN'S GROC.

fit.

For Your Noon Lunch-

Let us show you striking value·s at $2.50 to $5.00.
Boys' sizes $1.50 to $2.50.

Try Our
FRIED CHICKEN
on Tuesdays or Thursdays at ......................

CO~NER

35 C

CONFECTIONERY

Linder · Clothing Co.
·

"ON THE CORNER''

-----------------

"IF IT'S LESS THAN AN 8 . • .

• • • • • • • •

IT'S OUT OF DATE"

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

••
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·NATIONAL

COLLEGE

NEWS . IN

PICTURE

AND

PARAGRAPH·

Plannmg government aid for

125 ,ooo

collegia.ns

'N.YA
R
d Following the President's announcement of Congress' allot,
·.. ·· · · enewe ment of funds to continue National Youth Administration
benefita again tllls year, prominent educators of the nation gathered in Washington to plan a
progtam of work for needy college st-udents. Among those attending were (l to 'T) Richard
Brown, NYA deputy director. Pres.. Harold C. Jaquith of Illinois College, Dean Irma E.
Voight of Ohio University.
Acme

His body attends all university council sessions

ilni When Jeremy Bentham, famous law authority and lJni. .
Counc
. -· an versity of London benefactor. died years ago he left
100

• fortune and his body to the Wliversity, with directions that his bones be put together~
L'UIJL11·~,d with a wax face, and the entire effigy clothed so it might sit in as a member of the
IdlillnCld. The body now sits in a cabinet which is carried into every conference..The head on

floor is Bentham's real bead,. preserved.

Rq;ster

~ Trillurle SyOOiate

Win or lose, his expression never changes

They ,re developing new American industry
University of Minnesota scientist W. B. Combs has accomplished the
impossible by producing Roquefort cheese that is almost like the real
French Roquefort in caves along the Mississippi near the Twin Cities from cows' mille

R oque£Oft

One of the dozen or more football gar,
F00tb a11 Gargoy1e goyles adorning the memorial gymnasium

at the University of Idaho that came into their own last week with the playing
of opening,season football games all over the U. S.
·

f

·
I nt ercept lOll

A potential forward pass receiv
and a would,be intercepter bat
for the ball in a practice session on the South Dakota Stl:
gridiron.

·-------.,.-..-·---·-----·-----~

Man on .the campus broadcast

Interviewer

Enables blind to read printed page

Electric Eye

Em~l R:anse~n, North~estern

Umverstty, ts shown wtth the
device lie invented to enable blind to read the ordinary
printed page. An electric scanning device registers
keyed formations from each letter on a row of buttons
that the reader feels.

Man on the street
broadcasts go to
college when the staff of WTAW, Texas
A & M College, interviews students as ·
they pass through the main building on
their way home from classes.
''
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.
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New Parlor Game: Watch the Home LifeoftheAnts
THE latest parlor game of those who like guppies,
goldfish and other watch,through~a,glass,wall pets is
watching the work of ants housed in specially constructed
glass boxes. First photos of these novel parlor amusements
are presented here by CoLLEGIATE DIGEST.
Invented and made by one,time Dartmouth professor
F. E. Thayer (who works in a shop so small our photog,
rapher had to take pictures of the houses on Mr. Thayer's
lawn), ant houses are made in all designs from submarines
to coal mines, a few, of which are shown here.
CoLLEGIATE DIGEST

Photos by Ralph W. Brown
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Nelle: I hear your friend Roscoe knows the ropes
Belle: I couldn't say.l-lis car has No Draft Pentilation
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Ant miners

war~

here.
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comfort of riding with air that is fresh
and draftless in a closed car is only one of the
many improvements develop ed in recent
years by General Motors. This steady
of betterments is made possible by the re·
sources of General Motors, and only because
of the vast quantity of G M cars sol d each
year is the cost of these modern contributions
to safety and comfort kept within reach of all.
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'The antville navy maneuvers in this one.

A Hpalace,, houses the rulers.

t

GENERAL MOTORS
A Public-Minded Institution
CHEVROLET • PONTIAC • OLDSMOBILE • BUICK ·

.
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LONG ASSIGNMENTS call for increased mental effort. Camels
help you with their cheering "lift." Enjoy Camels, too, for their
aid to digestion. Camels never jangle your nerves or tire your taste.

Science Confirms the Truth of the Popular Phrase
"For Digestion's Sake ... Smoke Camels"

W

HETHER you.r meal is a banquet or a sandwich, a Camel

gives it more zest. Scientists have found that Camels
gently stimulate the flow of the digestive fluids ... alkaline digestive fluids ... necessary for good digestion. Worry and nervousness interfere with this flow. Camels increase it! With their finer,
costlier tobaccos, Camels give mildness a new meaning. And
they have a matchless flavor all their own!

scant vibration hammers at his
digestion. Fred Jacoby, Jr., says:
"Camels make food taste better
and help me get the good out of
what I eat. Camels set ·me right!"

WHEN WASHINGTON DINES. The Presidential
Room, main restaurant of the Mayflower Hotel, presents
a memorable scene as famous men ... beautifully
gowned women ·... diplomats and statesmen gather._
The famous Mayflower kitchens give forth a stream of
temptil)g dishes. And from table aft r table the fragrant
smoke of Camels rises. Commenting on the preference
for Camels at the Mayflower, the famous maitre d'hotel,
Fred, says: "Our cosmopolitan clientele prefer Camels."

FIRE-CHIEF Frank Gilliar forgets
about food and rest till the last
spark is out. He says: "Camels
put back into eating the joy that
nervous strain takes out of it."

HOLLYWOOD RADIO
TREAT! Camel cigarettes
being you a FULL HOUR'S
ENTERTAINMENT! Two
great orchestras and glamor·
ous Hollywood Guest Stars.
Tuesday- 9:30 pm E. S. T. ,
8:30 pm C. S. T., 7:30 pm
M.S. T., 6:30 pm P. S. T.
W ABC-Columbia Network.

They hammer and saw for college credits

Co.,ed Carpenters

Fifo/ co-eds at the University of. California at Los Angeles take a course m carpentry that will enable them to qualify. for handiwork-about--the-hOuse with
hammer, saw, drill or chisel.
Wide World

She got a. new pin a.nd a. new title

Sweetheart

C:inemactress Patricia Ellis now . wears the jeweled
pm of Gamma Eta Kappa fraterruty because she was
selected as that Greek group's "national sweetheart" at its Hollywood con·
vention. President Harold L. Orr is doing the pin hanging.
Acme

tac~lers
That's the name?~ the latest invention for the use.of football coaches in
phytes and for g1vmg workouts to the more expenenced linesmen. It ·
Marty Gilman (left), its inventor, and Fred Swan, one of the Temple University mentors.

Qo.,back

A dummy t o train rool{ie

.

'This monl{ey rode in religious parades

D lSCOVery
·

The one-eyed cyclops of Greek mythology
were linked to ancient Babylonian religion by
discoveries last month of the Iraq. expedition of the University of
Chtcago's Oriental ~nstitute. The above. photo shows an alabaster
monkey which was carried during Babylonian religious ceremonies.
•

Acme

Science"s brain trust,

2,500

strong, met. at Harvard

In celebration of Harvard's 3ooth birthday noted scientists and scholars convenei
chang~ news about their work and to tell their colleagues and the world about /
Here is shown a between-meetings bull session of mathematicians on the s~pt? of Emerson Hall led I
stitute of Technology's Prof. N. Weiner (right foreground).

E·x change

Frogs and breast,st-ro~ers lool{ •.di~e
Tak~n und~ate: with a new
U nderwater c:amera
devtee. this~ photo shows
the championship breast...gtroke form of Tetsuo Hamuro C?f
Nihon University (Japan). Note the wide leg spread of
this 2.()()-meter champion.

.t\.c:me

/

Student superlatives
The most English- looking and the most
beautiful students in King's College meet on
the campus for a chat
before a game of golf.

Students of King':s College have to wear this uni,
form whenever they go to a lecture or attend the
movies at night.

K. P. Harrison

A.F. Stubbs

D. Wilmer

While Henry VIII watches . . .
Students :study in the intricately pan,
elled, finely furnished study hall of Trin,
ity College.

In . . • and out
This board in a student home is
for the convenience -of callers. It
tells whether occupants are at
home or not.

Benches for some, chaiTs fOT the rest

•_

WelJ,lighted paintings line the walls of the King~s College dining hall.
where students shown here have just gathered for supper. They are shown
praying before sitting down to eat.

-W hile You Were Vacationi

More than

1 50)000

collegians received degrees

And all these graduates spent $7,)00,000 on academic and
social expenses connected with the occasion. A typical gradua·
tion procession, that at Columb1a University, is shown above.
Pictures, loc.

Fat, s~inny, bespectacled

pedagogues

An unusual conception of
the members of an aca,
demic procession is this painting, "Pedagogues,"
by Lawrence Adams, instructor in art at the
University of Missouri.

Approximately

125,000

attended su m mer schools

The major summer,time business of U. S. colleges is
ing extra,session courses for those who want to (I) make
.. flunked" courses, (2) pursue higher studies in specialized
(3) pursue vocational or cultural. studies without
·
applied to degree seekers.

For career guidance

Techniquests

Stevens Institute,
Worcester Poly,
technic Institute and Lafayette College now
conduct special courses to assist prospective
students to determine their fitness for
specific vocations before enrolling in college.
A lx>ve is shown a scene as future engineers
enter a mine near Lafayette College to see
tf they want to follow the underground life.

Radio education gets an education

N ew Stu dy

Radio educational direc,
tors from all sections of the
U.S. for the past few months have been studying
the rights and wrongs of current educational
radio broadcasts at special sessions at New York
University.. Here's a group arranging musical
scores for future broadcasts with Breis Nevin
(center), director of the project.

Harvard held open house for 'Tercentenary visitors
Fourteen students· acted as guides to show I 50 ·
about the campus daily, taking them to historic buildings
Tercentenary exhibits.
Ma.c~taf010

Speed Photo

Their wings ma~e 6o beats a second

This remarkable one hundred t}:lousandth of a second stop motion photo,
graph of six female ruby,throated humming birds is the first of its kind show,
mg their wmg action. It was taken by Prof. H . E. Edgerton, K.]. Germeshausen and H. E. Grier, of
the M assachusetts Institute of Technology, where this method of high,speed photography was de,
eloped. Although perches are provided, the birds prefer·to hover while feeding

College All,.Stars made t heir first scores
Tied by the Detroit Lions, 7-7, and downed by the
York Giants, 12-2, Minnesota's Bernie Bierman coached
outstanding seniors of last year to the All-Stars first score ·
three years. Here's Fromhart of Notre Dame stiff-arming
Lions' tackler.
~

/

To measure sunshine

- M et er
Sun

NU1\:1~ROUS are the educational ad-

ministrators throughout the U: S.
who today cast envious glances at the
University of Texas' new and modern
campus, and many are the wishes that
"black gold" flowed in every state in the
Union. for the Lone Star state's largest
institution of higher education bas not
been forced to abandon its building program dur~g the past seven years. Just
completed is a gigantic skyscraper administration and library building, and
surrounding it are a score of the country's
most modern university structures. To
find the answer to this university's prosperity one has only to travel a few miles
to the great oil wells owned by the university, wells that since 1923 have
gushed a fund of $22,000.000 into the
university's ~offers.

Della Brown'
ell , assistant
Massachusetts State College
weather "man", points to the new
photoelectric cell sunshine intensity
recorder which has been installed
among the college's myriad of
weather devices.

'The·re,s no water for miles to float this curious craft

"Pitkitl
~S Folly"
·

Do:rer, ~· ]., neighbors of Walter B. Pitkin, Columbia
Umverstty professor and author of Life Begins a.t Forty, are
all agog over this curious craft being built on his estate, which is in the mountains and quite
a distance from deep water.
Acme
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PLAY-BY-PlAY DESCRIPTION

Of SMOOTH SMOKING!
Swing back the lid of the
Prince Albert tin. Whiff the
fragrance. Tamp the goldenbrown particles in the pipe
bowl. And light up. Cool?
Mild? Youbet.PrinceAlbert's
the tobacco for choosy pipe
smokers. It's "crimp cut." It doesn't bite the tongue
The offer below leads you direct to the national
joy smoke-Prince Albert. Take it up-now!

...
YOU MUST BE PLEASED WHEN YOU SMOKE P. A.
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it_the melloweat, tastiest pipe . tobacco you ever amoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to ua at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plua postage.

Center of activity
The Texas student union building is one of the most modern m
the south, housing a majority of
the extra-curricular activities.

· Center of learmng
This new tower of learning is the
home of the administration and the
library.

(Si6ned) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

PRtNiiE ALB ERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

~
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i\ ides for the "0J at

ion~ s

G-- Men

JNTENSIVE research and ceaseless labor on the
countless problems of crime prevention and cure
is being conducted on many college and university
campuses throughout the United States by phy~
sicists, chemists, psychologists and sociologists
fired with the determination to get to the bottom
of the nation's crime problems. Schools for police~
men and prosecutors, institutes for criminal in~
vestigation and training courses for future crime
investigators and their aides form the nucleus of
higher education's potentially great crime~fighting
activity. CoLLEGIATE DIGEST herewith depicts
·many of · the activities that are bringing faculty
and students alike close to the crime~fighting ·
forces of country.

Students aid fingerprinting campaigr.
. Students of Los Angeles Junior College
among the group of students of many collegest
have cooperated in the plan of G-Man Chi:
Edgar Hoover to have all citizens fingerprim
Study of fingerprinting is part of this coJit
course given for peace officers. Rosco C. I~
college director, is second from left. · Inttrmm

P.rosecutm·s go to school, too!
The first crime school for prosecuting attom
was given at_Northwestem U niversity last moc:
They learned scientific methods. of criminal
vestigation and prO&:.--c.ution. Prof. Leonard Kd
(left) is shown demonstrating the lie detecta
invented.
Wide w~

Scientific training comes first
Year after year the University of California is
sending into the crusade students who have com,
pleted four year crime detection courses. Besides
fingerprinting, ballistics~ c:riminal identification,
police methcxls and handwriting, students must
master chemistry, bio-chemistry, law, 400logy,
physics, psychology, economics, political science,
Intematiooal
statistics and history.

Aid identification of men, things
Moulage casts of faces are made by Toledo
University ballistics laboratory workers to aid
in crime detection.

Birdman

High into the cur
goes Jack Earle.
Villanova College back, as a burly
lineman upsets him in a pre,seasori
training g;mte.
Wide Wodd

·H

An old alarm doc~, four mirrors and odds and ends · · ·

Many commonplace household gadgets went int~ them
ostatof this heliostat (an instrument capable of holdmg~
light stationary for observation), an invention of George Huck, ~ h
Junior College engineering student. The alarm clock turns a brass hK~
revolves a wooden disc, allowing a mirror to follow the sun at one' a
of the celestial body, thU.s holding the sunbeam stationary for an
analysis.
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